





EDA - Downtown Revitalization
/
The Downtown Revitalization Project finally reached fruition after a number of
years of planning and funding.
The project was funded through a grant from the Economic Development
Administration for $369,600 in federal funds supplemented by $92,400 in local funds
for a total of $462,000.00. Design Services for the Revitalization were provided by the
Architectural firm of Sherman Greiner Halle' Ltd. of Concord, New Hampshire and
Construction Services were provided by Severino Trucking, Inc. of Candia, New
Hampshire.
Major components of the project consisted of improved handicapped
accessibility to the majority of the downtown buildings; improvement to parking and
traffic control; and more pleasing site aesthetics. Using red brick pavers; granite
curbing; iron railing and granite post fencing; and new road asphalt substantial
improvements were implemented to the Town Common and Main Street merchants
area. The project proved to be a successful blending of community input, architectural
services, federal funding, local administration, merchant support and local construction
expertise.
Having established a cost effective and pleasing program of improvements the
Downtown Revitalization is anticipated to be the anchor for a number of future
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Raymond lost one of its dearest friends and greatest treasures this year, with the
passing of Iber Holmes Gove.
Born in 1905, Iber graduated from Raymond High School and Keene Normal
School, receiving a Bachelor's Degree from the University of New Hampshire and a
Master's from Columbia University. She taught school for many years in Berlin, N. H.
and in Raymond. She served as Trustee of the Dudley-Tucker Library from 1964 until
1 994, and as Trustee of Trust Funds from 1 967-1 994. Her selfless service to the town
was made all the more valuable because of her respect for the town's wonderful
history and her considerable talent, intelligence and skill.
Iber was a founding member of the Raymond Historical Society and an active
member of the Raymond Congregational Church and the Raymond Garden Club. Our
Middle School is named in her honor.
If ever it can be said that an individual was a Pillar of Society, surely Iber was
among Raymond's strongest pillars, and her memory, the strength of her character,






To the Citizens of Raymond:
When I began to write this report, I decided to look at the report that I had written in the
1 989 Town Report for some guidance. In my 1 989 report as chairman, I stated how well the
Town Manager form of government had worked during the first year, and how the Board of
Selectmen could devote more time to long range goals and projects rather than being limited
to the day-to-day business that they had to deal with before.
After six years of the Town Manager form of government, I am more convinced than ever
that the voters in 1989 made the right decision. The progress that has been made can be
seen by the professionalism that is now exhibited by all department heads and in the pride
that all town employees take in their jobs.
The following are projects that the Board of Selectmen selected as priorities for 1995, and
an explanation of how they were addressed:
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT TO BROADEN RAYMOND'S TAX BASE
This year the town has worked closely with Wal-Mart, Pine Brook Water. Renng Pacific,
Coastal Materials and other projects that are either expanding or locating in Raymond.
A direct result of this type of development is the 2.4% unemployment rate that Raymond
has for December, 1995, compared to the 5.4% unemployment rate that we had for
January, 1995. Also, it should be noted that Raymond's unemployment rate was nearly
12% in the Spring of 1993.
OLD FIRE HOUSE As voted in 1994 to utilize the Old Fire House "as is, where is", a ten
year plan was developed to maintain the building so it is usable. In 1995, the building
was re-roofed and the old gasoline storage tank was removed.
COMPLETION OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION GRANT
PROJECT This project was completed in 1995. All sidewalks in the downtown area
now meet ADA regulations. Every citizen of Raymond should be proud of the
appearance of the downtown area, as well as the common. This project was a direct
result of the input that the Selectmen received during the public hearing phase of this
project.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM Phase IV of this program is
nearly complete, with a total of 32 more low income housing units. Next years Phase V
program appears to be the last of the housing grants that we will be able to receive. At
the end of the next phase, the Town of Raymond's low income housing program will
exceed over 150 units completed, with nearly 1 .5 million dollars received by local
contractors and suppliers for the materials and labor involved in this program.
ROAD RECONSTRUCTION PROGRAM This year we were able to complete the Ham
Road reconstruction project, as well as several other smaller road shim and overlay
projects.
Several other projects that were undertaken this year are:
UPDATED COMPUTER SYSTEM in the Town Office, as well as Police, Dispatch, Fire and
Public Works departments.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT DAY, a cooperative effort with the School Board, was a real
success this year.
REVISED PERSONNEL POLICY for all non-union town employees.
REVISED HEALTH OFFICER REGULATIONS that will work in conjunction with the
Wellhead Protection Plan to insure that Raymond's municipal water source will be safe.
1995 has been a busy year, and I would like to thank my fellow Selectmen, Town
Manager Martha Roy, all Department Heads and Town Employees, for making it a
constructive one. I would also like to thank the citizens and taxpayers of Raymond who have
put their trust in us.
As I conclude, it must be noted that the real success of Raymond in 1 995 was because of
the dedication and commitment of the volunteers who serve on various Boards, Committees
and Commissions. It's easy to do nothing but criticize, but it's not easy to take countless
hours away from your family and friends, and commit the time that is necessary so that
Raymond can be a better community. To those volunteers, my heartfelt thanks.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael E. Quintal, Chairman
Raymond Board of Selectmen
Town Manager
To the Citizens of Raymond:
Our economic situation has continued to improve as our unemployment rate dropped
below the State's rate. We are at 2.4%, compared to New Hampshire's 3.1%. This figure wiil
continue to improve as employment opportunities are realized when the WalMart Distnbution
facility opens this summer.
The grants awarded in 1995 totaled over $430,000. These grants are as fellows:
Community Development Block Grant -- $350,000.00
The Town was awarded $350,000 to rehabilitate multifamily housing in t u e town
center.
COPS FAST Grant - $ 58,782.00
The Police Department was awarded the above amount to provide one police officer xor a
three-year period. Seventy-five percent of the officer's salary and benefits is paid for by
the Federal Department of Justice, and the other twenty-five percent will be raised
through local appropriation.
COPS MORE Grant -- $ 16,283.00
The Police Department was awarded this amount to fund seventy-five percent of the cost
of five laptop computers, a part-time clerk to aid the prosecutor. CD-ROM software, and
computer updates.
Miscellaneous Grants -- $ 5,608.00
Other, smaller grants were awarded for fifty percent of the cost of a police cruiser radar
and video unit; DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) program costs: Oil
Discharge/Disposal Clean-up costs; and police training.
These funds have not only lessened the burden on the tax payers, but have kept the town
on the cutting edge with new equipment and services.
We are very fortunate to have so many hardworking volunteers and employees who have





























Water Department Income (8.7%)
Charges for Services (9.1%)
State Government (11.3%)
Federal Government (15.6%)
Trust Fund Transfers (1.0%)
Interest/Penalties/Misc. Taxes (15.1%)
Interest on Investments (2.9%)


























Total 1995 Expenditures S4.01 5.404.00
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TOTAL TAX RATE 39.17 100.0%




TOTAL 1995 TAX RATE: 39.17
10
Ten Year Tax Rate
Comparison
Year Ratio County School Town Total
1986 72% 0.67 19.53 3.80 24.00
1987 58% 0.75 26.21 3.78 30.74
1988 58% 0.98 28.42 4.55 33.95
1989 59% 1.31 29.08 5.77 36.16
1990 65% 1.34 28.55 5.77 35.66
1991 75% 1.31 27.05 5.77 34.13
1992 84% 1.48 24.98 6.46 32.92
1993 89% 1.56 26.39 6.80 34.75
1994 89% 1.55 29.24 7.99 38.78
1995 89% 1.68 29.50 7.99 39.17
Tax Rate Bar Graph
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995








The Town of Raymond election was held at the Iber H. Gove Middle School Gymna-
sium on Tuesday, March 14, 1995. Moderator Andrew Harmon read the Warrant, swore in all
ballot clerks and inspected and locked all the ballot boxes. The flag of the United States was
saluted.
The Moderator announced the ballot clerks for the election as follows: Assunta J. Ege,
Frances G. Spinazzola, Beverly J. Beckford, Joan King, Kathleen M. Stockley, Delmar
Anderson, Gayle McMullen, Joyce Bishop, Timothy Healy and Judith M. Frontierro.
The Supervisors of the Checklist present were Robert Forsing, Patricia Forsing, and
Marilyn Semple.
The Moderator declared the polls open at 7:02 a.m. and announced that the absentee
ballots would be opened at 1 :00 p.m.
Total number of regular votes cast: 704
Total number of absentee votes cast - Town 1
6
Total number of absentee votes cast - Zoning 1
7
Total number of Registered voters on the checklist: 4,288
Article #1
Town Officers
Selectman for Three Years (Vote for Two)
Frederick W. Davis 65
Norman Desilets 73
Daniel W. Donovan 67
Louis M. Sasien 175
Neal Welch 464
Norman Weldy 166
Harold R. Wood, Jr. 285
Write-ins (six, each with ten or fewer votes)
Town Clerk/Tax Collector for One Year (Vote for One)
Doris M. Gagnon 620
Write-ins (eight, each with ten or fewer votes)
Budget Committee for Two Years (Vote for One)
Raymond Archambault 280
Peter Buckingham 291




Budget Committee for Three Years (Vote for Two)
David R. Hoelzel, Jr. 452
Richard W. Ladd 328
Mark Lagasse 284
Michael Mackey 187
Write-ins (nine, each with ten or fewer votes)
Library Trustee for Three Years (Vote for One)
Paula Devlin-Wood 561
Write-ins (five, each with ten or fewer votes)
Trustee of Trust Funds for Three Years (Vote for One)
Brenda E. Dolan 549
Write-ins (ten, each with ten or fewer votes)
Amendments to Raymond Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Raymond Planning Board:
Article #2
To see if the town will vote to enact the following amendments to the Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Raymond Planning Board:
Amendment # 1
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: To delete section 6.5 in Article VI - Special Provisions,
and replace it with a new section 6.5 - Signs, containing a revised set of definitions, permits,




"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: To adopt the enactment of a local Building Code, as
allowed by N. H. R. S. A. 674:51, in compliance with Sections I, II, and III inclusive, for the
construction, remodeling, and maintenance of all buildings and structures in the municipality.
To include the adoption of B.O.C.A. National Building Code, 1993, twelfth edition; the
B.O.C.A. National Fire Protection Code, 1993, ninth edition; the B.O.C.A. National Plumbing
Code, 1993, ninth edition; the B.O.C.A. National Mechanical Code, 1993, eighth edition; and
the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70, 1993 edition, as allowed by N. H. R. S. A.
14
674:52. section I, pursuant to N. H. R. S. A. 674:51 , and to provide that all Commercial (to
include mutti-family housing) and Industrial uses newly constructed shail be fully sprinkler
protected in compliance with NFPA 13 (the standard for the installation of sprinkler systems)
design cnteria. and the adoption of the provisions of N. H. R. S. A. 674:52 sec: or ••'!, which
allows a simplified process for nationally recognized codes revision and update adoptions.
And to delete Article 7.1 - Administrative Procedure, section G, upon its passage.
Yes 364
No 272
The Moderator read the results of the Town Election and Zoning Ordinances and
announced the final day to request a recount on the Town Election Article #1.
The meeting was 'ecessed. to be reconvened at 10:00 a.m. on March 18. 1995. at the
cer Homes Gove Middle School Gymnasium.






The Annual Town Meeting of Raymond, N. H. was called to order by Moderator Andrew
Harmon at 10:03 a.m. at the Iber Holmes Gove Middle School gymnasium.
Introduced were the Board of Selectmen: Edward Varney, Chairman, Neal Welch,
Roberta Johnson, June Hartford, and Michael Quintal; Town Manager Martha Roy; Town
Attorney Michael Donahue, Town Clerk/Tax Collector Gloria E. Carney; and Deputy Town
Clerk/Tax Collector Doris Gagnon. Budget Committee members present were David Hoelzel,
Jr., Sally Paradis, Jonathan McCosh and Ann Kitchen. Supervisors of the Checklist present
were Robert Forsing, Patricia Forsing and Marilyn Semple. The Ballot Clerks were: Assunta
Ege, Frances Spinazzola, Anthony Spinazzola, Judith Frontierro, Beverly Bickford, Kathleen
Stockley, Kathleen Szczepanik, Donald Magoon, Helena Cascio, Gayle McMullen, Joyce
Bishop and Joan King.
The Reverend David Wickford offered a prayer and Boy Scout Troop 100 made a
presentation of colors. The flag of the United States was saluted.
The Moderator, Andrew Harmon, announced that a yellow voting card with the letter "D"
would be used for voting and for identification purposes for speaking at the meeting and he
outlined the "Rules of Order" and how to go about the restriction of an article after it was
voted on. Also, he announced the results of the Tuesday, March 14, 1995 election.
Art icle 1
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Million, Eight Hundred
Thirty Thousand, Three Hundred Fourteen Dollars ($3,830,314.00) to defray Town charges
for the year ensuing. Said sum is exclusive of Special Articles No. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
David Hoelzel, Jr. moved the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Million,
Eight Hundred Thirty Thousand, Three Hundred Fourteen Dollars ($3,830,314.00) to defray
Town charges for the year ensuing. Said sum is exclusive of Special Articles No. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7. Seconded by Ann Kitchen.
Michael Quintal moved that Article 1 be amended to read: The Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Three Million, Eight Hundred Seventy-one Thousand, One Hundred
Eight-three Dollars ($3,871,183.00) to defray Town charges for the year ensuing. Said sum
is exclusive of Special Articles No. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Seconded by Neal Welch.
The vote on Amended Article 1 was in the NEGATIVE.
The vote on Article 1 was in the AFFIRMATIVE in the amount of Three Million, Eight Hundred
Thirty Thousand, Three Hundred Fourteen Dollars ($3,830,314.00).
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Article 2
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA
35:1 , for the purpose of reconstructing the Pecker Bridge (Main Street Bridge over Lamprey
River), and to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-five thousand, Five Hundred Dollars
($45,500) to be placed in this fund and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to
expend.
Roberta Johnson moved that the Town adopt Article 2 as written. June Hartford seconded.
The vote on Article 2 was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 3
To see if the Town will vote the following Special Warrant Article to approve the cost item
included in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town of Raymond
Board of Selectmen and the Raymond, N. H. Police and Dispatch Departments and
Teamsters Local #633 of New Hampshire Union, which calls for the following increases in





and further to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Four Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars
($34,500.00) for the 1993 (retroactive), 1994 (retroactive) and 1995 fiscal years, such sum
representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over
those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal years.
Edward Varney moved that the Town adopt Article 3 as written.
The Vote of Article 3 was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Timothy Louis moved to restrict reconsideration on Article 3. Seconded by Robert Carlberg.
The vote to restrict reconsideration on Article 3 was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Timothy Louis moved to restrict reconsideration on Article 1 . Seconded by Kathleen
Hoelzel.
The vote to restrict reconsideration on Article 1 was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 4
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty-nine Thousand, Four
Hundred Fifty-six Dollars ($59,456.00) in support of the following Social Service Agencies:
17
Seacoast Mental Health 2,500.00
Rockingham County Community Action 16,770.00
Lamprey Health Care (Senior Transportation) 5,800.00
Area Homemaker Health Aide Services 4,500.00
Rockingham Counseling Center (Child & Family Services) 5,500.00
Rockingham Visiting Nurses Association 12,913.00
Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister of N. H. 1 ,088.00
A Safe Place 1 ,000.00
Sexual Assault Support Services (Women's Resources) 675.00
Rockingham County Nutrition Program 2,760.00
Retired Senior Volunteer Program 600.00
Aids Response to the Seacoast 1 ,000.00
Seacoast Hospice 2,350.00
Richie McFarland's Children's Center 2.000.00
59,456.00
Michael Quintal moved that the Town adopt Article 4 as written. Seconded by Neal Welch.
David Hoelzel, Jr. moved to amend Article 4 to read $58,456.00 removing Aids Response to
the Seacoast ($1,000.00). Seconded by Jonathan McCosh.
Stephen Keith moved to direct the Budget Committee to develop a unified list of questions
that will be asked of all Social Service recipients each year to include items such as political
activities. Seconded by Norman Weldy.
The vote to have the Budget Committee develop a list of questions to be asked of all Social
Service Recipients was in the NEGATIVE.
The vote to amend Article 4 to read $58,456.00 was in the NEGATIVE.
The vote on Article 4 in the amount of $59,456.00 was in the AFFIRMATIVE
Article 5
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-one Thousand, Nine
Hundred Seventy-five Dollars ($31 ,975.00) for funding the initial year of the three (3) year
contract entered into between the Town by the Selectmen and Raymond Ambulance,
Incorporated to be contributed to Raymond Ambulance, Incorporated.
June Hartford moved that the Town adopt Article 5 as written. Seconded by Michael Quintal.
The vote on Article 5 was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
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Article 6
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,750.00 to the New
Hampshire SPCA to support the many services they provide to the Town of Raymond,
including:
Sheltering and Adoption of Homeless Animals
Impoundment Facilities
Lost and Found Services
Animal Cruelty/Neglect Investigation
Assistance to Animal Control Officers
Public Information Services and Referrals
Educational Programs and Services
Pet Therapy and more
C. G. Shaffer moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,750.00 to the
New Hampshire SPCA to support the many services they provide to the Town of Raymond.
Seconded by Frederick Davis.
C. G. Shaffer moved to amend the amount to be raised and appropriated to $1 ,375.00.
Seconded by Norman Weldy.
The vote on the amended Article 6 in the amount of $1 ,375.00 was in the NEGATIVE.
The vote on Article 6 was in the NEGATIVE.
Article 7
I, Gayle St. Pierre and 25 other undersigned registered voters of the Town of Raymond,
request that the Town of Raymond raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,000 to cover the
startup costs of voluntary cat licensing. Seconded by Richard Dolan.
Gayle St. Pierre noted that she had submitted three articles regarding cat control. This win
be researched when the Town of Raymond office opens on Monday.
After much discussion regarding the cat articles the following motion was offered:
Gayle St. Pierre moved to table Article 7. Seconded by Paul McCoy.
Article 8
On the petition of George Cottrell and 25 other registered voters to see if the town will vote to
allow all cemetery lot owners of single lots to erect upright monuments in Raymond, N. H.
June Hartford moved Article 8 as written. Seconded by George Cottrell.
The vote on Article 8 was in the NEGATIVE.
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Kathleen Hoelzel moved to reconsider Article 8. Seconded by Roland Kimball.
The vote to reconsider Article 8 was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Kathleen Hoelzel moved to amend Article 8 to read "to see if the town will vote to allow all
cemetery lot owners to erect upright monuments in Raymond, N. H. Seconded by Norman
Weldy.
The vote on Amended Article 8 was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Ronald Nadeau moved to reconsider Article 7, Seconded by Roger Retzke.
The vote to reconsider Article 7 was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Gayle St. Pierre moved to amend Article 7 to read, "I, Gayle St. Pierre and 25 other
registered voters request that the Town of Raymond raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,000
to cover the startup costs of voluntary cat licensing and that any additional over the $1 ,000
will be given to the Animal Control Officer's budget and not revenue to the general fund."
Seconded by Stephen Keith.
The vote on amended Article 7 was in the NEGATIVE.
The vote on Article 7 was in the NEGATIVE.
Roger Retzke moved to advise the Town to print in the annual report the Capital
Improvements Plan, Debt Schedules, and C.I. P. Committee report. This printing to continue
until rescinded by vote of the district. Seconded by Stephen Keith.
The vote on this advisement was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Sally Paradis moved to print a breakdown of the Capital Reserve Funds each year in the
Town Report until voted by Town Meeting to do otherwise. Seconded by Richard Dolan.
The vote to print the Capital Reserve Fund breakdown was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Edward Vamey presented flowers and a Certificate of Appreciation to Gloria Carney,
Town Clerk/Tax Collector for her years of service.
Michael Quintal presented a Certificate of Appreciation to Selectman Edward Vamey for
his years of service to the Town of Raymond.
Stephen Keith moved to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Roger Retzke.
20
The meeting adjourned at 3:05 p.m.






The Special Town Meeting of Raymond, N. H. was called to order to Moderator Andrew
Harmon at 8:17 p.m. at the Iber Holmes Gove Middle School Gymnasium.
A moment of silence was observed for Calvin Warburton who passed away last week.
A request was made by residents and presented in writing to the Moderator that both
articles be handled by secret ballot. Moderator Harmon announced that he would allow non-
residents to speak on the articles, including Mark-O-Hildonen, promoter of the Quadroplex.
Article 1
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to see Tax Map 6, Lot 66 to
M-O-H Enterprises FL, Inc. for the Quadroplex Group in consideration of the balance
payment of a quint type aerial ladder fire truck. ($200,000 of this fire truck purchase will be
given to the Town by the Wal-Mart Corporation). Sherry Brox moved and Ralph Rioux
seconded.
Discussion ensued on Article 1 . Robert Carlberg moved that Article 1 be amended to read:
That the approximate twenty-nine acres of Town-owned land Map 6, Lot 33 addressed in this
article be transferred by deed to the M-O-H Enterprises, Inc., subject to the following
conditions:
1 . That the remainder of the cost for the purchase of a one hundred foot platform fire truck
necessary due to the special exceptions granted to the Wal-Mart and the Quadroplex
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(AKA M-O-H Enterprises, FL, Inc.) be paid to the Town of Raymond prior to the transfer
of the deed. The Wal-Mart Corp. has already paid the Town two hundred thousand
dollars as their portion of this truck. The balance in full to be paid by M-O-H Enterprises,
Fl., Inc., prior to the start of building.
2. That the transfer of land take place only if the Quadroplex and hotel are built.
3. That the aerial platform fire truck meet the specifications of the Raymond Town Officials
for fire rescue and suppression.
4. That the environmental study be done on the land, at the expense of M-O-H
Enterprises, FL, Inc., prior to transfer of the deed.
5. That if the above conditions (1-4) are not met by M-O-H Enterprises Fl., Inc., the land
will revert to the Town of Raymond.
Seconded by Gwendolyn Deyoung-Martin.
James Demeritt moved the question on the amendment. Seconded by SteDhen Sloan.
The vote on amended Article 1 was in the NEGATIVE.
Discussion resumed on Article 1 . Paul Coates moved that Article 1 be amended to read:
The respective obligations of the parties to consummate the transaction contemplated by this
article is subject to the fullfillment at or prior to the land transfer of the following condition:
public disclosure of the names of the Quadroplex Corporation (DE) shareholders and/or
principals. Seconded by Lawrence Cottrell.
James Demeritt moved the question on the amendment. Seconded by Stephen Sloan.
The vote on the second amendment to Article 1 was in the NEGATIVE.
Kelly Ladd moved the question on Article 1 . Debra Croteau seconded.




To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to allow construction of a
building on town-owned land (Tax Map 5, Lot 52-6) adjuacent to the Safety Complex with no
expenditure of Town of Raymond funds for said construction. This building would be
conveyed to the Town for no consideration and would be owned and operated upon
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completion by the town thereafter. Initially, the building would house the current Ambulance
sen/ice provider for the Town of Raymond.
Brief discussion ensured on Article 2. Andrew Silva moved the question. Stephen Sloan
seconded.
The Moderator asked if there was to be further discussion on Article 2 before the question
was moved. James Demeritt moved, seconded by Ralph Rioux.
The vote on Article 2 was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
YES: 236
NO: 143
The Moderator announced that the polls would be open from 9:45 p.m. to 10:45 p.m. The
YES/NO ballots used would be blue for Article 1 and Yellow for Article 2.
After the reading of the results of the voting, Andrew Silva moved to adjourn the meeting,
seconded by Lisa Frisella.
The meeting adjourned at 1 1 :06 p.m.






May 28, 1910 - October 16, 1995
Calvin and his wife Janice moved to Raymond in June of 1975, and he served this community for all of the
twenty years he lived here. From 1978 until 1994, he represented Raymond in the General Court of New
Hampshire. Although officially he was retired from the ministry and the U. S. Army, he never really retired. He
worked daily to help each and every one of us, either personally or collectively as a Town. If anyone had a
problem, he spoke for that person at the proper department or agency and would work diligently to solve that
person's difficulty. In 1976, Calvin ran in the primary for the Republican nomination for U. S. Congress under
the slogan, "Vote for Cal, He's our Pal". He certainly proved himself to be just that. During his political career
here in Raymond, Calvin gained national recognition in 1991 when he switched to the Libertarian Party after a
life long commitment to the Republican Party. Afterwards, his name was placed in nomination for the Vice
President of the United States under the Libertarian Ticket. He also ran for the party's Libertarian nomination
for Governor last year.
Calvin began his marriage and career as a Minister in 1935, in our neighboring town of Fremont, where he
served the Methodist Church. Other churches he served in New Hampshire included Moultonville,
Tuftonborough, Hampton, Salem, Contoocook, and Bow Mills. He served two churches in Kansas (Bushton
and Newton), and his last Church was Grace United Methodist Church in Haverhill, Massachusetts. However,
as previously mentioned, although retired, he never stopped serving his fellow man. Not only did he work
tirelessley for us in Concord, he filled in at various churches that needed him if a pastor was unavailable or if
the church was without a pastor temporarily. He was a Chaplain in the U. S. Army beginning in 1942, and
served during World War II and the Korean War. He served with the 13th Mountain Medical Battalion in the
China/Burma/India Theater. He also served as post Chaplain at Fort Devens, Massachusetts; Camp Drum,
New York; and served in occupied Japan and Germany. In 1950, he made the Inchon Landing and held
Thanksgiving services on the Yalu River.
Cal's wife Janice predeceased him in 1991
.
Calvin was awarded in 1995 a Certificate of Appreciation for his service to the local community, by the




Carl Chase passed away on May 11,1 995, at the age of 79, following a lifetime of sen/ice
to our Town and of devotion to his family.
Serving as a member of the Board of Selectmen from 1962 until 1964, and as Cemetery
Caretaker from 1977 until 1984. Carl was ever faithful to his family's tradition of public
service.
Always a gentleman -- always a gentle man -- Carl Chase will be remembered by those
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Less: Shared Revenues (33,448.00)
Add: Overlay 210,387.00
Add: War Service Credits 61 ,050.00
Net Town Appropriation $1 ,852,498.00
Approved Town/City Tax Effort $1 ,852,498.00
Municipal Tax Rate $7.99
School Portion
Due to Local School $6,977,231 .00
Less Shared Revenues (1^3J5-P0)
Net School Appropriation 6,833,856.00
Approved School Tax Effort 6,833,856.00
School Tax Rate 29.50
County Portion
Due to County $399,402.00
Less Shared Revenues (.11.087.00)
Net County Appropriation 388,31 5.00
Approved County Tax Effort 388,31 5.00
County Tax Rate 1.68
Total Property Taxes Assessed $9,074,669.00
Combined Tax Rate $39. 1
7
Commitment Analysis
Total Property Taxes Assessed $9,074,669.00
Less: War Service Credits [61 ,050.00)
Total Property Tax Commitment $9,01 3,619.00
Proof
Net Assessed Valuation: $231 ,673,977.00
Tax Rate 39.17 9,074,669.68
28
Tax Year 1 995









Total of Taxable Land




Total of Taxable Buildings
Public Water Utility 3,vate ,y owned)






























Net Valuation on which Tax Rate is Computed $23-.673.977.x
29
1993 Bond Issue
For EDA Project, Fire Equipment & Library Renovation
Year
Ended Principal Principal Interest Total Interest
12/31 Outstanding Payment Payment Payment
60,386.26
Rate
5.30%1995 475,000.00 35,000.00 25,386.26
1996 440,000.00 35,000.00 23,531.26 58,531.26 5.30%
1997 405,000.00 35,000.00 21,676.26 56,676.26 5.30%
1998 370,000.00 35,000.00 19,821.26 54,821.26 5.30%
1999 335,000.00 35,000.00 17,966.26 52,966.26 5.30%
2000 300,000.00 35,000.00 16,111.26 51,111.26 5.30%
2001 265,000.00 35,000.00 14,256.26 49,256.26 4.90%
2002 230,000.00 35,000.00 12,541.26 47,541.26 5.10%
2003 195,000.00 35,000.00 10,756.26 45,756.26 5.20%
2004 160,000.00 35,000.00 8,936.26 43,936.26 5.38%
2005 125,000.00 35,000.00 7,055.00 42,055.00 5.50%
2006 90,000.00 30,000.00 5,130.00 35,130.00 5.70%
2007 60,000.00 30,000.00 3,420.00 33,420.00 5.70%











1995 630,000.00 63,890.00 6.90%
1996 590,000.00 40,000.00 41,130.00 81,130.00 6.90%
1997 550,000.00 40,000.00 38,370.00 78,370.00 6.90%
1998 510,000.00 40,000.00 35,610.00 75,610.00 6.90%
1999 470,000.00 40,000.00 32,850.00 72,850.00 6.90%
2000 430,000.00 40,000.00 30,090.00 70,090.00 6.90%
2001 390,000.00 40,000.00 27,330.00 67,330.00 6.90%
2002 350,000.00 40,000.00 24,570.00 64,570.00 6.90%
2003 310,000.00 40,000.00 21,810.00 61,810.00 6.90%
2004 270,000.00 40,000.00 19,050.00 59,050.00 7%
2005 230,000.00 40,000.00 16,250.00 56,250.00 7%
2006 190,000.00 40,000.00 13,450.00 53,450.00 7%
2007 150,000.00 40,000.00 10,650.00 50,650.00 7.10%
2008 110,000.00 40,000.00 7,810.00 47,810.00 7.10%
2009 70,000.00 35,000.00 4,970.00 39,970.00 7.10%





Year Project # 1 Project #2 Project # 3
Ended
12/31 Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest TOTAL
1995 10,000.00 7,300.00 2,450.00 2,205.00 20.000.00 1.640.00 43,595.00
1996 10,000.00 6,800.00 2,450.00 2,082.00 21,332.00
1997 9,000.00 6,300.00 2,450.00 1,960.00 19,710.00
1998 9,000.00 5,850.00 2,450.00 1,838.00 19,138.00
1999 9,000.00 5,400.00 2,450.00 1,715.00 18,565.00
2000 9,000.00 4,950.00 2,450.00 1,592.00 17,992.00
2001 9,000.00 4,500.00 2,450.00 1,470.00 17.420.00
2002 9,000.00 4,050.00 2,450.00 1 ,348.00 16,848.00
2003 9,000.00 3,600.00 2,450.00 1,225.00 16,275.00
2004 9,000.00 3,150.00 2,450.00 1,102.00 15,702.00
2005 9,000.00 2,700.00 2,450.00 980.00 15,130.00
2006 9,000.00 2,250.00 2,450.00 858.00 14.558.00
2007 9,000.00 1,800.00 2,450.00 735.00 13,985.00
2008 9,000.00 1 ,350.00 2,450.00 612.00 13,412.00
2009 9,000.00 900.00 2,450.00 490.00 12,840.00
2010 9.000.00 450-00 2,450.00 368.00 12,268.00
2011 2,450.00 245.00 2,695.00
2012 2.450.00 122.00 2.572.00









Your office of Town Clerk/Tax Collector has just concluded another busy year. The past
year has brought changes to the office, with the retirement of Gloria Carney and my being
elected to the position of Town Clerk/Tax Collector. The transition period went very smoothly
and business was conducted as usual, with efficiency and accuracy. With the growth of the
town, our collections this year in Town Clerk activity as well as Tax Collection, surpassed last
year. In 1996, we will be computerized for the registration of vehicles as well as dog
licensing. I think that this will expedite each transaction and customers will not have to wait
as long. Also, with the computerization of the vehicle registrations, we will be able to offer the
citizens mail-in registrations if they wish to take advantage of the service. This coming year
is going to be a busy political year, with Federal, State, and local elections taking place.
I want to take this opportunity to recognize my Deputy, Norma Lovejoy, for her excellent
work - she's always there to assist me when needed. Also, I want to mention my new clerk,
Christine Menard, who has demonstrated her abilities to perform the tasks required in this
office with utmost efficiency and professionalism. I look forward to serving the Raymond




Town Clerk Receipts for 1 995
Auto Registrations $620,817.00
Titles - Autos 3,900.00
Dog Licenses & Fees 8,305.50
Marriage Licenses 3,420.00
UCC Filing Fees 4,928.57
Vital Statistics Filing Fees 1 ,282.00




Water Department Revenue Collected for 1995
1 995 Collections $1 42,438.71
1 994 Collections 44.995.95
Total Water Collections $1 87,434.66
32
Tax Collector's Report





Property Taxes $1,427,416 $518 $1,427,934
Resident Taxes 17,890 5,840 23,730
Land Use Change Taxes 1,510 1,510
Taxes Committed to 3/17/95:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes 810 810
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Overpayments:
Property Taxes 237 237
Resident Taxes
Interest Collected:
On Delinquent Taxes 11,029 5 11,034
Resident Tax Penalties




Property Taxes $380,343 $380,343
Resident Taxes 4,070 $50 4,120
Yield Taxes








Property Taxes 1,029,137 518 1,029,655
Resident Taxes 14,630 5,790 20.420






For the Period from 3/20/95 to 12/31/95
Debits
Uncollected Taxes 3/20/95:
1995 1994 1993 Prior
Property Taxes $1,029,137.1i $518.00
Resident Taxes 14,630.00 5,790.00
Land Use Change Taxes 1,510.29
Water Bills 7,261.80
Taxes Committed 3/20 - 12/31/95:
Property Taxes $9,019,890.00
Resident Taxes 74,140.00








On Delinquent Taxes 11,516.06 78,114.21 663.54
Resident Tax Penalties 203.00 285.00 6.00
Total Debits $9,346,083.48 $1,133,160.46 $6,314.00 663.54
Credits
Remittances to Treasurer:
1995 1994 1993 Prior
Property Taxes $7,836,635.49 $999,088.16 $998.00
Resident Taxes 48.750.00 2,850.00 $60.00
Land Use Change Taxes 65,433.39 1,510.29
Yield Taxes 13,811.91
Water Bills 142,438.71 7,261.80
Interest 11,516.06 78,114.21 663.54
Penalties 203.00 285.00 6.00
Discounts & Abatements:
Property Taxes 7.238.00 32,271.00
Resident Taxes 8,250.00 7,440.00 5,740.00
Yield Taxes 459.06
Water Bills 1,774.38
'96 Resident Tax Diff. (10.00)
Uncollected Taxes 12/31/95:
Property Taxes 1,187,559.22 518.00
Resident Taxes 17,380.00 4,340.00
Land Use Change Taxes 2,985.85
Yield Taxes 509.72
Water Bills 1,138.69
Total Credits 9,346.083.48 1,133.160.46 6,314.00 1,661.54
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Tax Liens
For the Period from 1/1/95 to 3/17/95
Debits
Unredeemed Liens Balance
at Beginning of Fiscal Year
1993
Levies of
1992 1991 Prior Total
$499,489 $238,783 $45,688 $139,142 $923,102
Liens Executed
To 3/1 7/95
Interest & Costs Collected
After Lien Execution
Total Debits
7,413 13,947 17 135 21,512
$506,902 $252,730 $45,705 $139,277 $944,614
Credits
Redemptions Remitted to
The Treasurer $53,778 $43,117 $58 $592 $97,545
Interest & Costs After
Lien Execution 7,413 13,947 17 135 21,512
Refunds
Abatement of Unredeemed






430,959 181,665 45,630 138,550 796,804






For the Period from 3/20/95 to 12/31/95
Debits
Unredeemed Liens Balance
1994 1993 1992 Prior
at 3/20/95 $430,959.08 $181,665.26 $184,179.55
Liens Executed
3/20-12/31/95 $741 ,632.95
Interest & Costs Collected
After Lien Execution 19,587.51 41,711.24 51,209.49 2,832.24
Total Debits 761 ,220.46 472,670.32 232,874.75 187,011.79
Credits
Redemptions Remitted to
The Treasurer $313,437.70 $185,077.26 $133,042.96 $4,776.93
Interest & Costs After
Lien Execution 19,587.51 41,711.24 51,209.49 2,832.24
Abatement of Unredeemed
Taxes 30,380.12 28,865.71 155,762.70
Liens Deeded to
Municipality 12,769.83 1 1 ,486.43 10,175.51 2,988.19
Unredeemed Lien Balance
at End of Year
Total Credits
415,425.42 204,015.27 9,581.08 20,651.73





Salaries of Town Officers
and Emplc>yees
Abelli. Richard R. 45.85 Eaton. Mayhew A. 344.03
Aliberti. Cara M. 2.316.18 Ege. Assunta J. 82.50
Archambaurt. Raymond G. 356.67 Elliott. Daniel W. 85.15
Arnold. Brian S. 1,370.48 Emerson. Knsten L 2,380.54
Arnold, Michael C. 1,321.42 Fenstermaker. Alan D. 29.478.25
Audette. Richard W. 3,952.05 Forsing, Patricia 300.00
Bates. Richard C. 29.797.78 Forsing, Robert W. 300.00
Beckford, Beverly J. 45.00 Frechette. Stephen R. 1,678.32
Belair, Bryce R. 2.281.16 French. Edward F. 133.33
Bell. Florence 20.00 Frontierro. Judith M. 45.00
Bentz. Eric A. 406.78 Gagnon, Doris M. 24.974.22
Bergeron. Christen A. 1,372.29 Gagnon, Steven M. 961.18
Bishop, Franklin C. 47021 Gallant. Gerard J. 1,037.30
Bishop. Joyce C. 55.00 Gallison, Elizabeth 6.417.43
Boone. Roiand A. 3.491.25 Gordon. Michelle 8.207.00
Boudreau. Michelle L 1,092.76 Gordon. Pauline 6.336.22
Boutilier. George 24,747.41 Grant. Catherine K. 6.033.07
Brewitt. Denise A. 1.531.69 Grant. Jason -.348.80
Britt. Rachel A. 1,586.61 Grant, Ryan A. 160.00
Brox. Sherry M. 22,007.15 Greenaway. Maghan A. 1,235.21
Buskey. Jeffrey S. 20.912.11 Greere, Vicki 2.288.88
Carney. Gloria E. 8,160.33 Greenwood. Micoi P. 1,147.28
Caron. Lawrence J. 18,488.50 Greenwood. Richard J. 2,036.20
Cartier, Marcus W. 1,304.53 Hammond. Christopher R. 492.08
Carver. Heather R. 1,536.92 Hammond. Dwayne C. 58.32
Cascio, Helena D. 50.00 Hammona. Kevin W. 22.465.23
Chapman. Sarah A. 19,443.22 Hammond. Paul 28.006.13
Clark, Steven T. 3,429.06 Harmon. Andrew 100.00
Cocchiaro. Jennie M. 2,094.51 Harmon. Phyllis M. 70.00
Comei, Robert A. 4.550.00 Harney, Peter H. 22.461.29
CooDe. Shawn J. 34.290.04 Hart-Thibeaurt. Jeanne M. 1,089.58
Craig, Timothy M. 27.913.30 Hartford. June M. 750.10
Cressweii, Joshua D. 1.488.96 Hawkes, Russell E. 817.67
Cnpe, Dawn E. 168.00 Healy, Timothy P. 22.50
Currier. Patricia 16.129.92 Hoelzel. Unoa 14.482.60
Davis, Frederick W. 3,501.24 Hoitt, William 27,678.67
Davis, Richard 35.047.50 Houde, William A.. II 1,543.26
Desrosiers, Tami S. 9.64425 Howard. David E. 133.33
Dickens. Timothy C. 2,094.17 Immonen, Polly E. 946.40
Dimamoro, Lisa J. 94.25 Jewell. Sarah C. 1.152.51
Dion, Brian R. 517.30 Johnson, Roberta 1 .500.20
Drttmar. Maureen A. 80.00 Keddy, Scott 23.092.81
Dolan. Brenda 133.33 Kelly, Jonathan P. 30.424.68
Drew. Carrie A. 1,142.06 Kelly. Vernon C. 26.096.16
Duchesne. Paul G. 230.00 Kenrey. -Crrberiee F. 1.064. 83
Dyrkacz. Diane L 1,659.90 King, Joan P. 60.00
Dynxacz. Deter 16,313.66 Krantz. Thomas Lee 6. 231.08
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Kretschmer, Katie L




















































1 ,553.37 Porter, Kelly A.
2,478.66 Porter, Ricky, Jr.
1,869.30 Pratt, Kerry J.
1,351.79 Pratt, Kevin M.
1 1 ,836.13 Prendergast, James F.
525.50 Quintal, Michael E.
438.27 Rand, Chris L
36.45 Rice, Nancy E.
1,132.27 Ridlon, Todd M.
20.00 Roberts, Andrew L
20,081.22 Robinson, Martin K.
3,921 .75 Rollins, Jason A.
1 15.50 Rousseau, David A.
30.00 Rousseau, Meri Lyn
35,616.69 Roy, MarthaS.
20.00 Ryan, Darren W.
1 73.1
5
Sahlin, Frederick C, Jr.
6,141.45 Sahlin, Frederick C, Sr.
38,799.20 Salois, David T.
173.75 Schmottlach, Elaine
27.35 Semple, Marilyn S.
605.80 Smith, Allen R.
81.38 Smith, Debra
371.10 Spinazzola, Anthony
72.50 Spinazzola, Frances G.
4,800.35 Spinney, David R.
6,108.75 Stilkey, Jack, Jr.
12,058.80 Stilkey, Jeffrey L
1 ,21 2.49 Stilkey, Joseph T.
29,297.93 Stockley, Kathleen M.
1 , 1 45.07 Sykes, Craig C.
2,162.19 Szczepanik, Kathleen A.
8.330.61 Talbot, Philip R., Jr.
38,343.60 Tenney, Donald J.
21,581.75 Theriault, Diane P.
29,892.83 Theriault, Greg R.
507.58 Thorsell, Brian C.
892.54 Tolman, Robyn L.
18,012.20 Troffater, Frederick P., Jr.
435.59 Varney, Edward C.
670.67 Victoria, Robert J.
1 ,275.22 Vincent, Andrew R.
10,850.07 Wallis, Karin L
1.638.62 Walls, Sharon
25,688.11 Welch, Bruce F.
681.90 Welch, NealF.
5,000.00 Welch, Paul W.
777.38 Welch, Wayne F.
1 ,760.55 Wikstrom, K. LaVaughn
18,900.49 Williams, Michael O.
2,486.52 Wood, Harold R., Jr.
92.45 Wynne, Elizabeth A.























































Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
(603) 622-707C
FAX: 622-1452
To the Board of Selectmen and Town Manager
Town of Raymond, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Raymond, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1995, and have issued our report thereon
dated February 7, 1996.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards;
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the
provisions of Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-128, "Audits of State and Local
Governments." Those standards and OMB Circular A-128 require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free
of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Raymond, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1995, we considered its
internal control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide assurance on
the internal control structure.
The management of the Town of Raymond, New Hampshire is responsible for establishing
and maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judg-
ments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal
control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to
provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against
loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with
management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any
internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also,
projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures
may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and
operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure





Expenditures for goods and services
and accounts payable
39
Payroll and related liabilities
Debt and debt service expenditures
Single Audit and similar grant programs
For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an understanding
of the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation,
and we assessed control risk.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters
in the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a reportable
condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements
does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would
be material in relation to the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not
be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions. We noted no matters involving the control structure and its operation that we consider
to be material weaknesses as defined above.
This report is intended for the information of management and the Board of Selectmen.





Burgess Chase served the Raymond Fire Department and the Town of Raymond for sev-
eral years, giving unselfishly of his time, energy, and talent for the public good. As a 35-yea-
member of the volunteer fire department, he held the post of forest fire warden, served in the
ranks of captain, lieutenant, and deputy chief, and in 1969 was appointed as Raymonc 5
;
rsf permanent" fire chief, a post he held until his retirement in 1977.
Using his talent as a builder. Burgess willingly devoted countless hours to various projects
at the fire house, including additions to the original station for fire department use. and to
house doctors' offices for the community that would, in the 1960
:
s. become quarters for the
town's first full-time police chief and dispatch cente r . Over the years, more than one piece of
fire apparatus was refurbished through his efforts and kept in service for the department.
A builder by trade for most of his life, testament to his fine work is still apparent throughout
the community in many homes and public buildings. Burgess also found time to sen e Ihe
town in other capacities, both as a member of Raymond's first planning board a'zasa .*.a:e'
commissioner.









In 1995, the Conservation Commission had three outstanding goals planned for comple-
tion:
• Recreation Bridge Repair
• Dearborn Property Settlement
• Flint Hill Property Settlement
Through the efforts of the State, the Town, private donations, and monies from the Con-
servation Fund, the recreation bridge was resurfaced and repaired just in time for the snow.
We're still working hard with the Town to complete the Dearborn and Flint Hill property
settlements for 1996. We attended the annual meeting of the N. H. Association of Conser-
vation Commissions and welcomed four new members to this Commission. We had several
new Expedited Wetland Applications come before us and inspected several sites for sus-
pected violations.
We have plenty of new projects coming up, like the Exeter River Advisory Board, and
invite you to join us in the challenge of Conservation work.
The Raymond Conservation Commission Remembers
Russell A. Ege
(1923 - 1995)







Technology has made deep inroads into the Raymond Dispatch Center. An updated,
state-of-the-art, computer-aided dispatch system has been installed and is operational at this
time. We are also the third dispatch center in New Hampshire to receive the new Glink Spots
Computer System, which allows instant access to NCIC data, and which will allow us to be
on-line with NCIC 2000 when available.
The fire base was replaced this year, which has dramatically improved communications
with the Seacoast emergency services. We look forward to replacing the County and State
police base this year.
Because of the generosity of Raymond Ambulance, Inc., Raymond Fire Department,
Fremont Fire Department, and Fremont Rescue Squad, we will be capable of doing
emergency medical dispatching from computer-aided software. This system will assist the
dispatcher in giving medical assistance to the public in medical emergencies.
We wish to thank the citizens of Raymond and Fremont, and the following departments for
their continued cooperation and support: Raymond Fire Department, Raymond Ambulance,
Inc., Raymond Police Department, Raymond Public Works Department, Fremont Fire
Department, Fremont Rescue Squad, Rockingham County Sheriff's Department, New
Hampshire State Police, The Selectmen, the Town Manager, all of the employees at the
Town Office, and all the other public safety agencies with whom we work throughout the year
These are the dedicated women and men who serve your community:
Jeff Buskey Jason Larochelle
Pauline Gordon Fred Troffater
Betty Gallison Robyn Tolman
1 995 Statistics
Raymond Police Department calls dispatched: 6,787






The first full year of providing library services to the Raymond community in our enlarged
and renovated space has proved to be even busier than the staff and Trustees had
envisioned.
The elevator runs regularly throughout the week as patrons who were unable to access
the library previously have become regular and supportive users. Special children's
programing has created a new generation of book lovers and readers. Out entire staff has
concentrated on expanding the offerings of both the adult and juvenile collections to meet the
needs of Raymond's growing and changing population.
Thanks to the generosity of Boy Scout Troop 100, we are able to provide a family pass to
the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium. We hope that, through community donations, we will be
able to provide passes for other museums and activity sites in the future. The Friends of the
Library have begun a special program to purchase and donate to the library a book in the
name of each child whose birth is registered with the town. To date, 67 such books have
been added to the children's collection.
Special thanks to the following supporters/volunteers: L. Sample, P. Mongeon, E. Dow,
C. G. Shaffer, The Friends of the Library, L. Albee, S. Miller, J. Cram, J. Anzalone, S. Dyer,
L. Jordan, N. Plamondon, M. Merchant, M. Milner, N. Foss, C. Palmer, M. DeFlumeri, A.
Munoz, L. Dawson, C. LaVoie, C. Grant, C. Fancher, S. Akers, S. Ross, M. Marton, P. Post,
K. Rousseau, L. Kydd-Keeler, D. Hayes, C. Coates, R. Stone, M. Gannon, J. Dwyer, J.
O'Connor, D. Toto, A. Krieger, K. Currier, L. Dannis, and R. Maisey.
If you are not one of our 4,279 registered patrons, please plan to visit soon to discover the






New Patron Registration 752
Average Monthly Attendance 1 ,828






The Raymond Fire Department (RFD) responded to 324 calls last year, as follows:
Structure Fires 24 False Alarms 30 Alarm Activations 30
Chimney Fires 20 Mutual Aid 23 Electrical 17
Brush/Grass Fires 39 Vehicle Fires 25 Appliance Fires 6
Smoke Reported 1
6
Gas/Propane 21 Miscellaneous 6
Jaws of Life Calls 5 Vehicle Accidents 62
The following inspections are reported by Captain Paul Hammond:
Certificates of Occupancy 60 Places of Assembly 1 4 Life Safety Inspection 26
Chimney/Fire Place/Wood Stove 67 Sprinkler Systems 53 CDBG Buildings 29
Furnaces - Gas & Oil 70 Smoke Detectors/Alarm Panels 46 Fuel Tank RemvlVlnstJtn. 7
Foster Homes/Day Care Cntrs. 9 Blasting Seismograph/Compaints 18 Carbon Monoxide Tests 32
Your firefighters had another busy year with an increase of 14 calls from last year, to a
total of 324. This reflects an increase of 180 calls over 1985.
All trucks are in good condition and ready to respond. The Suburban has received new
paint and doors. This truck has 1 12,808 miles and works 365 days a year.
A committee has been formed to put together a bid package for an aerial truck that is
needed for all the three story and large area buildings in town. Wal-Mart and the Quadroplex
will be paying for the aerial truck and will help the town's ISO fire rating alot.
The Fire Department lost a good friend and leader recently when retired Fire Chief
Burgess Chase passed away. Burgess was a member of the Raymond Fire Department for
35 years and Chief for 9 years. He became a full-time Chief in 1969, replacing Chief Fox.
Burgess applied his skills as a craftsman to everything he did. The 1940 Ford has a hydraulic
hose reel that he designed over twenty years ago and is still in service today. He will be
missed by his comrades, but the example he set will never be forgotten.
The new computer system has been set up. Information is being entered from town
businesses as the Fire officers learn to use the system. The new float-a-pump has been
used during this year's record dry summer and impressed all who manned the lines.
The Firefighters turned up in large numbers this year for Fire Prevention Week at the
Elementary School. Every class received a visit and training material. Also, weather
permitted a demonstration of a fire engine. Thanks to the efforts of the school principal and
nurse, it was a big success.
Parents can help us get the fire protection message out by testing your detectors regularly
and making sure matches and lighters are out of reach of children.
In closing, a special thanks to Home Town Friends, McDonald's, Shop n' Save, CAP, and
Ben Franklin's for their help with families that have lost homes during fires.





Kevin Pratt, Chief Wayne Welch, Dep. Chief Paul Welch, Dep. Chief
Paul Hammond, Capt. Mike Williams, Capt. Bill Hoitt, Capt.
Keith Mulholland, Lieut. Micol Greenwood, Lieut. Rich Abelli
Ray Archambault Mike Arnold Brian Dion
Dan Elliott Steve Gagnon Gerard Gallant
Jason Grant Russ Hawkes Wayne Larrabee
Dave Maltais Steve McGrath Jim McLaughlin
Rick McLaughlin Dan Olivier Scott Payne
Chuck Perkins George Plante Mike Poole
Kerry Pratt Jason Rollins Darren Ryan
Rick Sahlin, Jr. Rick Sahlin, Sr. Allen Smith
Philip Talbot Brian Thorsell Bruce Welch
Emergency Management
The past year has been a productive one for the Raymond Emergency Management
department. We continue to work on a new emergency plan for the town. This department
has purchased a new lap top computer with a phone modem to assist us in our efforts. We
have plans to add a colored printer for this computer. This year we also plan to buy new cots
and sleeping bags for the emergency shelter.
Even though this department was not activated in 1995, we still tracked Hurricane Felix in
the event it took a track towards the New Hampshire coast.
The Emergency Management department is funded by the town with grants from the
State. We would like to thank the town for their support.
Respectfully submitted,
Scott Payne, Director
Phil Talbot, Deputy Director
Raymond Emergency Management
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Parks & Recreation Department
"I don't know, Ahab. A two-day canoe trip for the Rec'n Crew. Is this really a good idea?"
"Don't worry, Rick. Everything will be ok. Trust me."
What started out as a fairly simple idea, ended up as an expedition that Lewis and Clark
would have had second thoughts about. "We need twenty kids to make this work. I don't
know if we can get that many." Add a third van. "How many kids are we taking?" The final
count is 34 kids and 4 chaperones (more on this later). Loading 38 people into three fifteen-
passenger vans was no easy chore, but it should work -- 12.6 people in each van. No
problem, right? Wrong! "Ryan, is there any more room in the roof rack?" "Who brought the
suit case?"
The three vans (and one pickup) loaded, we headed for Conway.
So. That's 38 people, divided by two people per canoe. We need nineteen canoes.
"So listen up, everyone. Pair up, grab a life jacket and paddles, pick a canoe, and carry it
down to the river's edge, but do NOT put it in the river."
"YES, you have to wear your life jacket."
"Nick, what do you mean you don't have a partner?"
"YES, you have to wear it at all times!"
"Everyone hasio have a partner."
"I don't care if you know how to swim -- you still have to wear it."
"There must be someone without a partner. . . No? Ahab, we have a problem. Why doesn't
38 divided by two equal 19? Did you count, Jim? How many in each van? Who's on first. I
Don't Know's on second." I guess it's one of those Mysteries of Life.
We decided to be really smart and park the van and truck down at the campsite so all our
stuff would be at the midway point when we got there. Smart move, huh? The sun was
shining. The paddling was great. The river was nice and wide -- flat water with plenty of
places to wade and swim. "Guys, this isn't a race. Slow down!"
As the current pushed us along downhill toward our campsite, the river turned more
northerly. And so did the wind. The forecasted beautiful day turned windy and cool. It was
getting dark with big, black storm clouds. Still three miles from our campsite, it finally
dawned on us that most of our sleeping bags and other things were on the roof of the van or
in the back of the truck. "Brian, how fast can you and Ahab paddle the last few miles?
Remember, your stuff is outside, too!"
The canoe trip was the first of our more adventure-based programs, offered for Rec'n
Crew members as part of our Summer Playground program. Our plan was to try to get some
of the older kids off of the playground a little more often. At the time we planned these trips,
we were unaware that we would register 440 children for the summer program. The average
daily attendance on the playground in 1995 was 218, with our highest number reaching 330
children. Forty-three busses were used to take Raymond children on 25 trips over the
summer.
The beach at Carroll Lake was opened for the first time in 1995 and, after a few initial
problems with geese, the program ran fine. Apparently, geese liked the new waterfront, too.
Swimming lessons have become popular during the winter and spring at N. H. College, as
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well as during the summer. The ski program saw numbers reach 165 in the weeKry program
at Gunstock.
One common thread has run through most programs - ever increasing numbers. Scouts.
RYAA (baseball). RYSC (soccer). Youth Basketball -- all are maxed out with overwhelming
response. It forces them all to get the most out of the valuable resources they have. More
than ever, they have to find new and creative ways to meet the needs of the people they
serve. They do so while serving many hundreds of children.
In recent years, there has been major emphasis on - to use a couple of popular buzz
words - "networking" and "building partnerships" between organizations, to provide more
cost effective service. Funny, Raymond may not have known the words, but we mastered
the concept a long time ago. Cooperation between the School and the Town; between the
school and town teams; between the Senior Citizens of Ray-Free and those from
Nottingham; among the coaches from baseball, soccer and basketball; between the
Raymond Arts Associates, the High School Drama Department and the Peer Theater
Program; among teenagers volunteering to work with other young people and scouts working
on a variety of community projects: and among businesses supporting Recreation programs
and construction projects - all are only a sampling of the kinds of partnerships that are
working here in Raymond. It's nice to know the buzzwords are finally catching up to us.
The hard work and dedication of volunteers cannot be overlooked, as it is an essential
part of the programs we offer. There are far too many people for us to mention them all, and
the support of each volunteer, no matter how small, is appreciated and critical.
Finally, a word about our staff. You might say that I am a little biased, but most (with a
couple of exceptions) of our staff are home-grown and are about as dedicated as you can
get. For me, it is very rewarding to see our playground and beach staffs run one of the most
popular programs around. They are among the most competent and caring that I have seen,
often volunteering themselves to help with programs for younger children. At a training
session at the UNH Browne Center last Spring, the instructors were overwhelmed with the
level of maturity and cooperation shown by these young peopie. The Browne Center often
works with adults who are supposed to work together. They found our staff making great
leaps to new levels of understanding in far shorter time than they ever expected. Have I
raved enough about these kids yet? I often do. but young people get enough criticism. They
deserve all the credit I can give them. Thank you. guys.
Now back to that canoe trip. You do remember the canoe trip?
After a few brief showers, the sun came out in full force and the wind that had been in our
faces fell off to nothing. "It's just a couple of miles further. You can do it. The current will
carry you there. TRY!"
The last of us finally arrived at the campsite and the vans and truck were unloaded and
tents were going up. For those of you who remember the 1989 Town Report. Jim White, the
leader in the Gilligan's Island theme song in the super market, was busy setting up the grill
and starting to cook dinner.
"How can the frozen hamburgers be bad? We just bought them! Ahab. there's a store
down the street."
"Who wants tube steaks (A.K.A. Hot Dogs)?"
"How much grease can these burgers make, anyway?"
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"Yes, we have stuff to make S'Mores (thanks Denise). Now if we only had some
firewood."
Someone tell me where kids who were laying back in their canoes, too exhausted to
paddle, suddenly find the energy to swim and run around till dark.
As sunrise came, I woke to almost absolute quiet. A phenomenon I had not experienced
in a while. As I rolled out of my sleeping bag, I could hear the familiar hiss of the Peak One
stove off in the distance. Could it be coffee? No. Don't get your hopes up. Quiet and a cup
of coffee? You brought Bagels, too! Brian, you are a Saint\
"Yes, Erin. You can use the out-house." So much for peace and quiet.
We did not unravel any of the Mysteries of Life, and to this day we still don't know how we
ended up with an extra paddler. It is the little things -- like independence and cooperation --
that we're trying to work on. The mysteries of life may be solved some other day.
Boy, this story is a whole lot better than the one where I almost got arrested at the Red
Soxgame during Midnight Madness.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard C. Bates, Director
Raymond Parks & Recreation
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Planning Board
This year provided the Planning Beard with ample opportunities to utilize and evaluate the
effectiveness of the performance standards the Town endorsed at its March 1994 Town
Meeting. The experiences were eoucational to say the least. It wasn"t until we actually had
to apply and interpret the standards that the words, 'noise, glare, and light' came under close
scrutiny and took on new importance. But apply the standards we did. to large sites and
small sites equally and without prejudice. And of course, in applying the standards, we found
areas for improvement -- our goal for the coming year.
The Planning Board brought to successful conclusion the dispute with Onway Village cy
negotiating a settlement that resulted in both parties executing a Performance Agreement in
November. 1995. The Board also worked during the year to resolve outstanding issues with
Pine Acres. Pine Brook Bottling Company, and the new Mobil Station. Over the summer.
Rite Aid pharmacy was thoroughly reviewed and the first glimpses of Quadroplex were
examined. And how could we not mention Walmart.
But in addition to some of the more complex projects, there were also the smaller reviews
consisting of amended site plans for business expansions as was the case of Lamprey
Health Care and Rehrig Pacific, as well as the Texaco Station. Grants Towing and the
Raymond Preschool and Children's Center.
Internal housekeeping chores for the Board consisted of reviewing and updating the
administrative and office procedures, reviewing the Zoning Ordinance, and finalizing the
amendments designed to implement the Wellhead Protection Plan. Review of the Master
Plan was slated for this year, but time and money constraints did not allow for any work on
this project.
Finally, although there is probably not enough room to mention everyone by name, the
people we wish to express our appreciation to most of all are those who came before the
Board seeking guidance and help with an idea they wanted to make a reality. Thank you.
And to those of you who come to those Thursday night Planning Board meetings to listen
and to contribute, thank you.
Respectfully submitted.




The Capital Improvements Plan is a tool for budgeting and scheduling the town's capital
expenditures. Essentially, the plan shows how, when, and at what cost a municipality might
expend for the expansion and/or renovation of its services and facilities.
The primary purpose for having a working (and funded) Capital Improvements Plan
program is to provide for planned growth and to assist in the assessment of impact fees. A
working CIP program can contribute to stabilization of the tax rate by planning for and
budgeting payments for major capital outlays well in advance. It is a good management tool,
as all capital items are placed in our budget instead of being spread out in departmental
budgets, i.e., school, public works, library, and town budgets. When properly supported and
funded, the CIP program can be used in the preparation of the annual Town and School
budgets.
While the CIP is primarily in the form of statistical information, when funded and supported
by the Town, the above mentioned purposes of the program can be very effective in leveling
the tax rate and preventing premature development.
Capital Improvements Plan statistics were not done in 1995 because the Planning Board
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The Public Works Department consists of Highway, Water, Landfill, Cemetery and
Building Services divisions. Through the combined effort of all staff and divisions, a number
of significant goals were accomplished this year.
The Downtown Revitalization Project required close coordination with the project
contractor, Severino Trucking, Inc., to ensure all below grade water utilities were replaced
prior to construction. In addition, to ensure accomplishing as much of the work as originally
proposed, the Highway Department provided equipment and labor to achieve completion of
many under funded tasks such as construction of granite curbing around the common.
After twenty years of low or inadequate water pressure, a Booster Pump Station was
constructed and put on line for the Sun Hill Road neighborhood. The majority of the work
necessary to accomplish this goal was performed by workmen of the Water and Highway
Departments. This facility was put on line without incident and is now providing increased
pressure to the affected homes.
In conjunction with the Recreation Department, Highway personnel assisted with
construction of both the new Town Beach and the new Soccer Field. This effort consisted of
transporting granular materials from stockpiles to the project locations. The Water
Department assisted by construction of a water service line to the new Town Beach.
All town roads were swept of winter sand for the first time in a number of years, vegetative
growth encroaching on town roadways was mowed, and all town maintained catch basins
were cleaned.
The second and final section of Ham Road was reconstructed by JGE Enterprises, Inc.,
completing the reconstruction of Ham Road. The town of Epping cooperated with Raymond
by shimming and overlaying their section of Ham Road, which has resulted in a new road
surface from N. H. Route 27 to Route 156.
The final open section of the old Landfill was capped with impervious granular material by
the Highway Department, and will be seeded and mulched in 1996. In addition, gas vents
were installed by the Public Works staff at a number of locations throughout the site to
mitigate any gas build up below the cap material.
The Public Works Department was assigned responsibility for maintenance of the town
cemeteries in 1995. This consists of lawn cutting and raking. Also, the crew straightened a
number of head stones, removed dead trees, and reseeded bare spots. A ten-year program
to pave or repave all access lanes within the cemetery was begun with paving of the first two
lanes in the New Pine Grove Cemetery.
Roads within and around the Merrick Road subdivision -- specifically Hunter Drive, Donald
Street, Stoney Brook Lane, Merrick Road, and a portion of Langford Road -- were patched,
repaired, shimmed, and overlayed by the highway department, with paving services provided
by Continental Construction.
All in all, it shaped up to be an extremely productive year for the Public Works Depart-
ment, topped off by one of the worst December winters in documented weather history.
All of this work could not have been accomplished without the dedication of the
Departments' fulltime staff of ten persons, the support of the townspeople, or the efforts of an
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extremely talented a^d hardworking corps of almost thirty partime workmen, who man the
town plows. cpe-a:e re heavy equipment, service the pump 5:2: ans sort the recyciabies.
answer the phones, anc ensure the aceouate delivery of department services to the peop e r





1995 - It has been a good year, but I can't say I'm sorry to see it go. It has oeen very
hectic. Was-Mart started construction early in the year ana. as expected, a lot of time has
been expended to keep the many aspects of this large project moving forwara. We nave
earned much dunng this process. The physical needs of a project of this size and its ability
to affect normai life are immense. Traffic, noise, lighting, and stnking workers ail oecame a
reality! All is progressing well now and it appears the schedule is a reality as well.
Other projects worked on this year are the new Post Office location at the piaza:
Lamprey Health doubling in size: neany 20.000 square feet added to Rehng Pacrfic: the
replacement of ail Pine Acres Campground buildings, along with over a hundred sites in the
new areas: the near completion of the water bottling plant: and the long anticipated arnvai
of the Mobil Mart.
It appears that construction throughout the community has maintained a healthy dip.
And then there was the Quadroplex proposal. Tnis. as well, has taken a fair amount of
time in the form of zoning review. Should this project come to fruition. 1996 and 1997 could
cecome very interesting years.
As aways. I want to thank the residents of Raymond for their continued support and for
the opportunity to work for and with them.
Respectfully submitted.




Innovation, service, and community policing were the trademarks of the year 1995 at the
Raymond Police Department. Community involvement was a priority as well as modernizing
and updating the infrastructure of the department. The new computer system is up and
running as well as laptops in the individual cruisers.
Our accomplishments for 1995 include the Citizen Police Academy, grants for officers
from the federal government, grants for equipment from the federal government, involvement
with the Raymond Police/Dispatch Association involving Midnight Basketball and the bicycle
rodeo, continued support of the Raymond Police Explorer program, innovative use of
Police/Officer "trading cards", popular weight lifting program at the Raymond High School
involving officers and Raymond High School students as well as continued support of our
1994 community policing agenda.
We look forward to 1996 as the culmination of our projects come to a final form. We feel
that 1996 will be "our best year ever" and this should include input from the community/
taxpayers as to what form they would like to see their police department take.
We at the Raymond Police Department serve with pride and integrity and attempt to give





















Sexual Assaults/Adults 19 Runaways 30
Sexual Assaults/Under 16 21 Dog Calls (ACO) 230
Simple Assaults 62 Dog Calls (Police) 197
Aggravated Assaults 15 Alarms 373
Thefts 121 Criminal Trespass 29
Motor Vehicle Thefts 9 Missing Persons 7
Arsons 3 Motorist Assist 102
Frauds 29 Mutual Aid 514
Motor Vehicle Accidents 261 D.W.I. Arrests 99
Motor Vehicle Accidents (Fatal) 1 Protective Custody 57
Motor Vehicle Stops 2,601 Domestic Disputes 246




The Raymond Community Stewardship Committee has had another productive year. Our
Beautification Program, run by Master Gardener and Steward Kim Binette. made quite the
splash downtown! The flowers and planting were all done with donations and donated labor.
It helped show off our newly renovated common and downtown area. This will be an ongoing
program that hopefully will inspire othe? individuals and businesses to join in or spruce up
their homes or businesses.
We enlisted the Girl Scouts to take pride in their town by planting flowers out on the island
at Exit 4.
Our lilacs at Exit 4 and Exit 5 on Route 101 bloomed this year.
We asked Senator Jack Barnes about our State Liquor Store, and a program was
implemented to dress up the looks of the grounds while the parking lot was being made
larger.
On a lighter note, our third annual Silly Boat Race was well watched again this year during
the Town Fair. Our concert on the common with The Notions was well received. Though our
Winterfest had to be canceled due to ice conditions, many residents still attended.
The Stewards look forward to 1 996 with our eyes, as always, fixed upon the future of
Raymond. Though some of the things we do may look a little odd at first, they all have a
purpose. Raymond's future is based upon the involvement of the citizens and the perception
from the outside world. With beautification and concerts, we seek to get people involved and
to change the image to something more positive for our downtown area. With the Silly Boat
Race, we try to emphasize the beautiful, underutilized river that we have here. Out gateway
sign program intends to make the entrances to this town something special that peopie will
remember.
The Stewards would like to thank the Selectmen, the Raymond Fire Department, the
Raymond Police Department, the Raymond Highway Department, and all the volunteers and






The year 1995 has been an educational one for the Recycling/Solid Waste Committee.
We have continued to pursue new avenues of alternative waste disposal methods for the
town. This past year, we have held open public forums to discuss the future of Raymond's
solid waste program. We have met with representatives from Dover, Exeter, Kingston,
Littleton, and Newmarket. In addition, we have been in contact with Londonderry, Hanover,
and Somersworth regarding their programs. Although our lively and sometimes humorous
meetings were sparsely attended by the public, we weren't discouraged. We continued to




That the town continue with curbside trash pickup.
2. That the town implement a curbside recycling program.
3. That the town strive to achieve the state-wide goal to recycle 40% of our trash by the
year 2000.
To meet these goals, the committee determined that it would be in the best interests of
the town to consider the feasibility of a Pay-Per-Bag disposal system. With this system, curb-
side trash pickup would continue, with the added benefit of recycling at your curb. Residents
would be responsible for purchasing special bags and for the amount of trash that they
generate.
To help us in our educational venture, we have added three new members to the
committee -- Jane Anzalone, Maureen Lundergan, and Steve Couture. We would welcome
more! We have lots of work to do in 1996. The paint swap and the third Household
Hazardous Waste Day are planned for the spring, along with trying to educate as many
groups as possible about the positive impact of the Pay-Per-Bag system.
I have enjoyed working with the town and the committee, and wish to thank them for their
support. 1 996 promises to be our biggest challenge yet, and we are ready! We hope to see





Marilyn Elliott Kathleen Chamberlain
Kathleen McDonald Jane Anzalone
Maureen Lundergan Steve Couture
Roberta Johnson (Selectmen's Representative)
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Raymond
From the Book. A History of Raymond
Written by Joseph Fullonton in 1875
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 7AM TO 7PM
To the inhabitants of the Town of Raymond, in the County- of Rockingham, in said State, qualified
to vote in town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Iber Gove Middle School Gymnasium in said Raymond, on
Tuesday, the Twelfth day of March. 1996 at seven of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following subjects:
.Article # 1
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
.Article # 2
Do you favor the continuation of the Town Manager plan as now in force in this town
.Article = 3
Coastal Materials Corp. of 93 Chester Rd. proposes to rezone two parcels of land within Tax Map
3, Lots 44, 46, and 55. Parcel 1 to be approximately one acre located on the west side of the CMC
entrance road to Zone C-l Commercial. Parcel 2 to be approximately ten acres located to the
northwest of the aggregate plant to Zone D. Industrial. (Inserted on a petition submitted by 25 or
more voters)
The Planning Board recommends a YES vote.
To allow outdoor recreation on the following identified tax parcels Map 5, Lots 52-2. 52-3, 52-
4, 52-5 and Map 6. Lots 33, 34, 35, 36, 49, 49A and 50 which currently lie in the Industrial
Zone, Map 5, Lot 49A (zoned Residential/Agricultural) Inserted on a petition submitted by 25
or more registered voters)
The Planning Board recommends a NO vote.
.Article U 4
To see if the Town will vote to enact the following amendments to the Zoning Ordinance as proposed
by the Raymond Planning Board.
Amendment -1
"Are you in favor of the adoption ofAMENDMENT =1 proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To Delete in .ARTICLE 1 PURPOSE. AUTHORITY .ANT) GENERAL PRO\TSIONS the following
sentence: "'The Town ofRaymond Building Inspector is authorized to issue a certification confirming
the applicability of this provision to any particular building or structure." and replace it with the
following: "The Town of Raymond Zoning Officer is authorized to issue a certification confirming




"Are you in favor of the adoption of AMENDMENT #2 proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To add to ARTICLE 1 PURPOSE, AUTHORITY AND GENERAL PROVISIONS the following:
8. Pre-existing (as of 3/1/96) Non-Conforming Lots are suitable for building purposes provided that
such lots can meet current setbacks and can obtain the necessary driveway permits and comply with
current Health, Safety, and Environmental codes, ordinances and regulations."
Amendment^3
"Are you in favor of the adoption ofAMENDMENT #3 proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To delete in ARTICLE 4-ALLOWED USES ZONE G CONSERVATION AND OPEN SPACE
DISTRICT the following paragraph: Administration: All existing industrial and commercial uses
utilizing or storing hazardous or toxic materials, which are located within the Aquifer Conservation
District, must be reviewed by the Planning Board within six (6) months of the enactment of this
Ordinance, and must be in compliance with the conditions of the Ordinance by January 1, 1986 and
to delete in ARTICLE 3 ZONES the reference to ZONE I and replace it with a new ZONE I-
GROUNDWATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT and To amend ARTICLE 4 ALLOWED USES
of the Raymond Zoning Ordinance by deleting the existing ZONE I and replacing it with a new




Are you in favor of the adoption ofAMENDMENT #4 proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:






































4130 Executive 39,250 38,191 37,376 37.376
4140 Elec., Reg.. & Vital Stat. 4,140 4,139 6,165 6.165
-
4150 Financial Administration 326,400 263,248 277.278 276.478
.
800
4 1 52 Revaluation of Property 19,850 20,969 22,400 19.850
4153 Legal Expense 60,000 96,537 80,000 60.000 20.000
4155 Personnel Administration 253,680 232,385 292,400 265.834 26,5fi*
4191 Planning and Zoning 43,505 44,680' 63,177 47.855 15.322
4194 GeneraJ Government Bldg. 81,970 82,287 74,450 69.470 4,980
4195 Cemeteries 34,780 20,581 25,580 25.580
4196 Insurance 58.000 52,847 62,300 62.300





34,500 34,500 18.078 18.078
LEGAL JUDGEMENT - PAYAB1 ,E F IK RSA 32:9 100,603
4199 Other General Government
PUBUC SAFETY
4210 Police 391.515 407.286. 489,984 454.787 35.197
4215 Ambulance 31,975 31,259 31,975 31,975
4220 Fire 135,785 137.833 207,729 178,574 29,155
4240 Building Inspection 43,715 43,169 37,790 37,790
4290 Emergency Management 1,000 783 1,000 1,000
4299 Other Public Safety DISPATCH 142.257 138,400 141,180 141,180
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highways and Streets PUBLIC WOlRKS 656,660 640,758 689,595 551,321 138,274
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 18,000 17,828 18,000 18,000
SANITATION
4323 Solid-Waste Collection 335,000 328,652 335,000 335,000
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 71.425 50,936 71,475 71,475
4326 Sewage Collection & Disposal
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT
4332 Water Services 192.800 714.744 230,000 198,708 31,292
4335 Water Treatment
HYDRANT MAINTENANCE 7.000 7.000 7.000 7,000
j
HEALTH
4414 Pest Control ANIMAL CONTROL a, ion 8,031 21,472 15.500 S.972
4415 Health Agencies and Hospitals
WELFARE
4442 Direct Assistance |
4444 Intergovernmental Welf. Pay'ts.
4445 Vendor Payments 65,000 65,132 65,000 65,000 1









































Sub-Totals (from page 2) 3,121,386 3,147,357 3,371,534 3,061,426 310,108
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Parks and Recreation 173,188 171,519 188.377 188.377
4550 Library 91 .80S 88.252 103.425 99.975 3.500
4583 Patriotic Purposes 1.700 1.014 1 .700 1.700
4589 Other Culture and Recreation 250 79 250 2 50
CONSERVATION
46 1 2 Purchase of Natural Resources
4619 Other Conservation 1.000 1. 000 1.400 1.400
RECLAIMATION-BRUCE PIT 6 34,580 34,580
REDEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING
cma DOWNTOWN 350.000 350
r
OOO 350.000 350.000
FEASIBILITY GRANT 15 r 000 15.000
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT






471 1 Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes 95.000 95.000 75
r
OOO 75.000
4721 Int.-Long Term Bonds & Notes 70.916 70.916 64
r
fifi1 64.661
4723 Interest on TAN 51.000 44.767 51 .000 51.000
CAPITAL OUTLAY
4901 Land and Improvements
4902 Mach., Veh., & Equip.
4903 Buildings
4909 Improvements Other than Bldgs.
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund




4915 To Capital Reserve Fund '.i&4 £5,500 45.500 245.500 245.500
491 6 To Trust and Agency Funds
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 4,001,745 4.015,404 4,542,865 4.154,239 388.626
' Enter in these columns the numbers which wen revised and approved by DRA and wNch appear on the prior tax rate papers.
10% LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
(SEE RSA 32:18, 19 & 21)
Please disclose the following items (to be excluded from the 1 0% calculation)
$ Recommended Amount of Collective Bargaining Cost Items. $ Amount of Mandatory Water & Waste
(RSA 32:19). Treatment Facilities. (RSA 32:21).
RSA 273-A:l,IV '"Cost Item' means any benefit acquired through collective bargaining whose implementation requires an appropriation by the
legislative body of the public employer with which negotiations are being conducted."
#
* Amounts Not Recommended by Selectmen *
'
These amounts are not included in the recommended column.



































3120 Land Use Change Taxes 63,448 51.700 5.000 5,000
3180 Resident Taxes 69.550 66.700 69.000 69.000
3185 Yield Taxes 13.363 13.363 13.000 13,000
3186 Payment in Lieu of Tax»# 4.000 4.218 4.000 4.000
3189 Other Taxes (Specify Bank Stock Tax Amt.)$
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 227.000 237.533 210.000 210.000
Inventory Penalties
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits 21.000 20.413 ' 21.000 21.000




226.130 219.500 35.000 35.000
„, _.. .. „ „ _ WAJL-HAja.! 1tLtAL<1
3290 Other Licenses, Permits 4 Fees Town Clerk
Htt
40.000 39.734 240.000 2 40.000
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
3319 Other pn 1 -f pp , Har . U^sfP ,Ttpp PlanMnP 42.404 34.266 88.519 83.059
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenue 141
r
fi96 141.896 141,900 141.900
3353 Highway Block Grant 137.834 138.579 138.578 138.578
3354 Water Pollution Grants
3355 Housing and Community Development 3S0
r
000 350.000 365.000 365,000
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement




3401 Income from Departments 175
r
000 192.690 172.155 172.155
3409 Other Charges OUTSIDE DUTY 10,000 32.418 7,500 7.500
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 12,000 -0- 10,000 10.000
3502 Interest on Investments 35,000 70.750 65,000 65.000
3509 Other UNANTICIPATED GRANTS /DONATIONS 2,205
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3912 Special Revenue Fund
3913 Capital Projects Fund
3914 Enterprise Fund
Sewer —
Water — 192,800 215,321 230,000 198,708
Electric —
3915 Capital Reserve Fund
39 1 6 Trust and Agency Funds 28,793 23,668, 16,500 16,500
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds
General Fund Balance
Unreserved Fund Balance
Fund Balance Voted From Surplus
Fund Balance to be Retained
Fund Balance Remaining to Reduce Taxes
For Municipal Use
< $ > XXX XXX XXX XXX
< $ >
$ XXX XXX XXX XXX
$
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 2,395,718 2,474,770' 2,470,052 2.433.300
* Enter in this column the numbers which were revised and approved by
Total Appropriations
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Pro
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF











THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Raymond, in the County of Rockingham in said State, qualified
to vote in the Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Iber Holmes Gove Middle School gymnasium in said
Raymond on Saturday, the sixteenth day of March, 1996, at ten of the clock in the Forenoon, to
act upon the following subjects:
Article #1
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Million, One Hundred
Forty-Four Thousand, Eight Hundred Thirteen Dollars ($4,144,813) to defray Town charges for
the year ensuing. Said sum is exclusive of Special Articles No. 2,3,4,5,6, & 7.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen, Not recommended by Budget Committee)
Article #2
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions ofRSA
35:1 for the purpose of a Fire Department Ladder Truck and to raise and appropriate the sum of
Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00) to be placed in this fund and to designate the
Board of Selectmen as agents to expend. Expenditure from this fund is contingent upon the
Town first receiving from Wal-Mart Corporation an impact fee payment in a form and amount
acceptable to the Selectmen and contingent upon the expenditure having no effect on the tax rate.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee)
Article #3
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty-Nine Thousand, Four
Hundred, Fifty-Six Dollars ($59,456.00) in support of the following Social Service Agencies:
Seacoast Mental Health $ 2,500.00
Rockingham County Community Action 16,770.00
Lamprey Health Care (Senior Transportation) 5,800.00
Area Homemaker Health Aide Services 4,500.00
Rockingham Counseling Center (Child & Family Services) 5,500.00
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association 12,913.00
Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister ofN.H. 1,088.00
A Safe Place 1,000.00
Sexual Assault Support Services (Women's Resource) 675.00
Rockingham County Nutrition Program 2,760.00
Retired Senior Volunteer Program 600.00
Aids Response to the Seacoast 1 ,000.00
Seacoast Hospice 2,350.00
Richie McFarland's Children's Center 2,000.00
TOTAL $59,456.00
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen & Budget Committee)
76
Article # 4
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty -Five Thousand, Five
Hundred Dollars (S45,500.00) to be added to the Pecker Bridge Reconstruction Capital Reserve
Fund previously established. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee)
.Article # 5
To see if the Town will vote to raise 540,438.00 for the purpose of reducing the general fund
deficit pursuant to RSA 419. V. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen. Not Recommended by
Budget Committee)
Article # 6
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-Four Thousand , Five
Hundred and Eighty Dollars (S3 4,5 80. 00) for the purpose of reclaiming Tax Map 6, Lot 64 on
Route 107 in Raymond also known as the S.S. Jay Realty, Trust, David Bruce Trustee property
pursuant to RSA 155-B:2 II (b) with the cost constituting an assessment against the owner,
creating a lien against the real estate. (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen, Not
Recommended by Budget Committee)
.Article # 7
To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost item included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Board of Selectmen and the Teamsters Local =633 ofNew






.And further to raise and appropriate the sum of S18,078.00 Dollars for the 1996 fiscal year,
such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over
those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee)
Articles 8
To see of the Town will vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 3 1 43 which in relevant parts states
"it shall be unlawful for a minor under the age of sixteen years to be upon any public street, or in
any public place, after the hour of 9 o'clock in the evening, unless accompanied by a parent,






Officers of the Raymond
School District








Edward F. French, Chairman Term (1994-1997)
Elizabeth M. O'Donnell, Vice Chairman Term (1995-1996)
Edward J. Sanders, Secretary Term (1995-1998)
Daniel F. Chouinard Term (1995-1996)
June M. Hartford Term (1 995-1 998)
Superintendent of Schools
Cheryl A. Stratchko
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Thomas J. Carroll
Administrative Office •
School Administrative Unit # 33
43 Harriman Hill Road




March 1 1 , 1 995
The Raymond School District Meeting was called to order at 1 :20 p.m. in the Com-
munity Gymnasium of the Iber Holmes Gove Middle School by the moderator, J. Chandler
Newton. The moderator then read the school district warrant and led the assembly in the
Pledge of Allegiance.
Sandra Ellis introduced the members of the school board, legal counsel, superintendent,
assistant superintendent, school district clerk, and the moderator. David Hoelzel, Jr.
chairperson of the Budget Committee then introduced the members of the Budget
Committee.
Ballot Clerks:
Assunta Ege Sharon Malette
Joan King Charlene Brox
Gayle McMullen Sandra Mulholland




The moderator stated that Bradley's Simplified Rules of Order would be used to conduct the
meeting.
Method of Voting: Articles that were not voted on by secret ballot were to be voted upon by
raising "green" colored voting cards with the letter "K" printed on them, unless declared
otherwise by the moderator. The moderator stated that a secret ballot could be requested
by any five (5) registered voters prior to a vote; or seven (7) registered voters after a vote, if
they dispute the vote. All names must be handed to the moderator on a slip of paper.
Article 1
Motion: By Edward French, duly seconded by Susan Clauson to move that the district
appropriate the sum of $5,736,912.00 (Five Million, Seven Hundred Thirty-Six Thousand,
Nine Hundred Twelve Dollars), for the construction of an elementary school and of an
addition to Raymond High School and for purchasing equipment and furnishings of a lasting
80
character in connection therewith and for the purchase of 7.5 acres of land located at
Harriman Hill Road, Tax Map 9-Lot 43-2, 43-3, and 43-4; that to raise this appropriation the
School Board is authorized to borrow $5,736,912.00 (Five Million, Seven Hundred Thirty-Six
Thousand, Nine Hundred Twelve Dollars) under the Municipal Finance Act; and that the
School Board is authorized to take all other action necessary to carry our this vote.
Motion: By Roland Kimball, duly seconded by Jack Barnes to move the question.
Motion to move the question voted by a show of cards. Voted in the NEGATIVE.
Motion: By Mary Ann Austrew, duly seconded by Richard Doland to move the question.
Motion to move the question voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
The moderator stated that this was a bond issue item and the polls had to be open for at
least one hour; and that the article would need a two-thirds majority to pass. The moderator
also stated that when he declared the polls open there would be a one-half hour recess in
the hall, the polls would stay open for a total of one and one-half hours.
The assembly voted on "blue" bond issue ballots with "yes" and "no" printed on them for
Article 1
.
The ballot box was opened and declared empty.
The moderator declared the polls open at 3:09 p.m.
The moderator declared the polls closed at 4:39 p.m.




Article 1 voted in the NEGATIVE
Article 2 and Article 3 were passed over until the result of Article 1 was announced. After
the result of Article 1 was announced, Article 2 and Article 3 were voted as follows:
Article 2
Motion: By Edward French, duly seconded by Susan Clauson to see if the School District
will raise and appropriate the sum of $90,000.00 (Ninety Thousand Dollars) for the
purchase of 7.5 acres of land from Sigmund Lachut located at Harriman Hill Road, Tax Map
9-Lot 43-2, 43-3, and 43-4.
81
Article 2 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 3
Motion: By Edward French, duly seconded by Susan Clauson to see if the School District
will authorize the School Board to convey a portion of the School District's property at
Harriman Hill Road, Tax Map 9-Lot No. 43-2, 43-3, 43-4 to Mr. Paul Veilleux in exchange
for Mr. Veilleux's conveyance to the Raymond School District a portion of property, Tax
Map 9-Lot No. 43-1 , of like value adjacent to the district's property at Harriman Hill Road, all
on such terms and conditions as the School Board deems are in the best interest of the
School District.
Article 3 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 4
Motion: By Edward Sanders, duly seconded by Susan Clauson to hear the report of the
auditors and pass any vote relating thereto.
Article 4 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE
Article 5
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Susan Clauson to see if the district will vote to
approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining agreement reached between
the Raymond School District and the Raymond Education Association which calls for the




and to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 17,471.00 (One hundred Seventeen Thousand,
Four hundred Seventy-one Dollars) for the 1995-1996 fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those paid in
the prior fiscal year.
Article 5 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 6
Motion: By Edward French, duly seconded by Edward Sanders to see if the district will vote
to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining agreement reached between
82
the Raymond School District and the Raymond Educational Support Staff which calls for the
following increases in salaries and benefits:
School Year Amount
1995-1996 $29,035.00
1 996-1 997 $ 33,797.00 (estimated)
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,035.00 (Twenty-Nine Thousand, Thirty-Five
Dollars) for the 1 995-96 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to
the increase in salaries and benefits over those paid in the prior fiscal year.
Article 6 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 7 was passed over until the result of Article 1 was announced. After the result of
Article 1 was announced, Article 7 was voted as follows:
Article 7
Motion: By Edward Sanders, duly seconded by Susan Clauson to see if the School District
will vote to raise and appropriate $15,000.00 (Fifteen Thousand Dollars) to install a sprinkler
system in the modular classrooms at the Iber Holmes Gove Middle School.
Article 7 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the NEGATIVE.
Article 8
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Susan Clauson to see if the School District will
vote to create an Expendable Trust Fund under RSA 198:20-c for the purpose of funding a
Technology Plan for the 1 995-96 school year. To appoint the School Board to be the
agents to expend this fund, and to raise and appropriate, from surplus, the sum of
$50,000.00 (Fifty Thousand Dollars) to be placed in the aforesaid fund and authorize the
use/transfer of up to 50% of the June 30, 1 995 fund balance for this purpose. (The amount
to be placed in the fund will be the lesser of either $50,000.00 (Fifty Thousand Dollars) or
50% of the June 30, 1995 fund balance.)
Article 8 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Motion: By Timothy Louis, duly seconded by Kathleen Hoelzel to reconsider Article 1
.
Motion to reconsider Article 1 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the NEGATIVE.
Article 9
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Susan Clauson to see if the School District will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 (Ten Thousand Dollars) and place it in
83
the Capital Reserve Fund for the renovation of existing buildings and the construction of
additional school buildings.
Article 9 voted by a show of cards which were counted.
Yes: 91
No: 100
Article 9 voted in the NEGATIVE.
Article 10
Motion: By Susan Clauson, duly seconded by Edward Sanders to hear a report of the
Cooperative School Study Committee.




Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Edwards Sanders to see if the School District
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,184,577.44 (Ten Million, One Hundred
Eighty-Four Thousand, Five Hundred Seventy-Seven Dollars and Forty-Four Cents) for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for School District officials and
agents other than money appropriated under previous warrant articles and for the payment
of statutory obligations of the School District.
Motion: By David Hoelzel, duly seconded by Mark Lagasse to amend Article 1 1 to read:
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,050,140.00
(Ten Million, Fifty Thousand, One Hundred Forty Dollars) for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries and benefits for School District officials and agents other than money
appropriated under previous warrant articles and for the payment of statutory obligations of
the School District.
Motion: By Roger Retzke, duly seconded by Jack Barnes to move the question.
Motion to move the question voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Motion to Amend Article 1 1 (Amendment #1) voted by a show of cards. Voted in the
AFFIRMATIVE.
Motion: By Tyra Gould, duly seconded by Steven Georgeoplous to amend Article 1 1 to
read as follows:
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To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,955,052.07
(Nine Million, Nine Hundred Fifty-Five Thousand. Fifty-Two Dollars and Seven Cents) for
the support of schools, for the payment of salanes and benefits for School Distnct officials
and agents other than money appropriated under previous warrant articles and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the School District.
Motion to amend Article 1 1 (Amendment #2) voted by a show of cards. Voted in the
NEGATIVE.
Motion: By Richard Dolan. second by Andy Sylvia to move the question.
Motion to move the question voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
The assembly then voted on Article 1 1 as amended by Amendment #1
.
Article 1 1 -Amendment 1 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 12
Motion: By Steven Georgeoplous, duly seconded by Norman Weldy to see if the district will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 (Five Thousand Dollars) to help assist
the Raymond High School Athletic Booster Club and the student athletes with the cost to
purchase new uniforms for various school sports programs at Raymond High School.
Motion: By Timothy Louis, duly seconded by Steven Georgeoplous to move the question.
Motion to move the question voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 12 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the NEGATIVE.
Motion: By Kathleen Hoelzel, duly seconded by by Timothy Louis to restrict reconsideration
on Article 11.
Motion to restrict reconsideration on Article 1 1 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the
AFFIRMATIVE.
Motion: By Colleen Coates, duly seconded by Patricia Popienick to reconsider Article 1 1 on
March 25. 1995, with a secret ballot.
Motion: By Andy Sylvia, duly seconded by Timothy Louis to move the question to
reconsider Article 11.
Motion to move the question to reconsider Article 1 1 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the
AFFIRMATIVE.
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Motion to reconsider Article 1 1 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the NEGATIVE.
Article 13
Motion: By Timothy Louis, duly seconded by Norman Weldy to see if the voters of the
School District of Raymond will vote to request that the Raymond School Board'do not bring
before any special school district meeting the results of any negotiated contract with any
district bargaining unit and the Raymond School Board.
Article 13 voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 14
Motion: By Sally Paradis, duly seconded by Harold Wood to indefinitely postpone Article
14.
Motion to indefinitely postpone Article 14 voted by a show of cards which were counted.
Yes: 76
No: 72
Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 15
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
There was no other business.
Motion: By Timothy Louis, duly seconded by Elizabeth O'Donnell to adjourn the meeting.
Motion to adjourn voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
The moderator declared the Raymond School District Meeting of March 11,1 995,




A true copy of the minutes of the Raymond School District Meeting of March 1 1 , 1995.






The Raymond School District Election was called to order in the Community Gym-
nasium of the Iber Holmes Gove Middle School by the town moderator, Andrew Harmon at
7:02 a.m. The moderator read the School District Election Warrant.
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by all those present.
The ballot boxes were opened and declared empty.
Ballot Clerks:
Assunta Ege Anthony Spinazzola
Beverly Beckford Frances Spinazzola
Kathleen Stockley Gayle McMullen
Joan King Delmar C Anderson
Joyce Bishop Timothy Healey
Judith Frontierro
The Absentee Ballots were processed at 2:00 p.m.
The moderator declared the polls closed at 7:02 p.m.
The Results Of The Election:
School Board for three (3) years: Vote for Two (2)
*Edward J. Sanders 493 votes
*June M. Hartford 430 votes
Sandra Lee Ellis 347 votes
Write-ins for three years:
Walter Davis 2 votes
Lyman Hammond 2 votes
Keith Lang 2 votes
Wanda McCusker 2 votes
Kenneth Semple 2 votes
There were 19 persons receiving one vote each.
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School Board for one (1) year: Vote for One (1)
'Elizabeth M. O'Donnell 356 votes
Daniel F. Chouinard 296 votes
Write-ins for one year:
There were 8 persons receiving one vote each.
Motion: By Joyce Bishop, duly seconded by Robert Forsing to adjourn the School
District Election.
Voted by those present by voice vote, Aye or Nay.
Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE




A true copy of the minutes of the Raymond School District Election of March 14, 1995.





The past year has been both a challenging and successful one for the Raymond School
Board. The challenges have included: articulating a Mission Statement and Broad Based
Goals for the School Board; dealing with increasing enrollments, rising prices and decreasing
revenues; and committing to the accreditation of the High School.
On November 7. 1995. the School Board formally approved its Mission Statement and
Broad Based Goals. The Mission Statement and the Broad Based Goals developed by the
Board will form the nucleus of the Education Improvement Plan that the District will be
submitting, in 1997. to the State Department of Education.
Mission Statement
To provide the opportunity for all students to reach their highest potential, in a safe
environment, surrounded by creative/innovative educators, supported by an informed and
responsive community.
Broad Based Goals
* Encourage continuation and development of effective educational programs and
practices.
* Create a safe learning environment that ensures the personal and physical well-being
for all.
* Provide educational leadership by being accountable, receptive and responsive to the
needs of our constituents.
I would like to thank ail of the board members as well as the superintendent and the
assistant superintendent who devoted an extensive amount of time to arrive at this critical
juncture.
Another challenge faced by the School Board has been dealing with the increasing
enrollments and the lack of space. Fortunately, the District Voters began the process of
addressing this challenge last year, with the purchase of the land which will house the
proposed new elementary school. Additionally, the far-reaching, comprehensive space needs
plan, recommended in the November 1994 Space Needs/Building Committee report, will
again be presented at the March 1996 District Meeting. This plan continues to be the best
solution to the District's space needs.
The challenges which faced the School Board in the development of the proposed Fiscal
Year 1 997 budget were similar to the challenges that have faced the Board for a number of
years. These challenges included: dealing with the increasing enrollments in the District; the
Board's commitment to maintain the current programs offered by the District; and the Board's
commitment to support the High School accreditation process. The Board was pleased to
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learn on September 21 , 1995, that Raymond High School was accepted, by the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC), for consideration for accreditation; the first
step in the multi-year accreditation process.
In an effort to further develop and open lines of communication with the town, the School
Board and the Board of Selectmen held a joint meeting in September 1995. This process
was initiated in 1994 and this meeting represented the second formal meeting. We had the
opportunity to discuss each others goals. The boards each agreed to establish a standing
sub-committee, to interact on a less formal but an ongoing basis, to ensure the
communication continues.
It was a sad day for the Raymond School District with the passing of Ed Donovan, IHGMS
Principal. His professionalism and good humor will be sorely missed by the students,
parents, staff and faculty of the District. I thank Ed for all of his efforts on behalf of the
students.
It has been a pleasure to chair a group of dedicated individuals who have selflessly
offered to serve the community and children of Raymond. I would like to thank all of the
school district administrators, faculty, staff and volunteers. Your commitment to the District
and to the students of Raymond is obvious each day of the year. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all those voters who have attended public hearings and the school
district meeting. Your interest in the future of the Raymond School District is evidenced by
your participation. For those voters who have not had an opportunity to help steer the
direction of the District, I strongly encourage you to attend the District meeting and take part
in this uniquely New England tradition.
Respectfully submitted,




A year has cassed since ! sat down to document the District's progress for last year's
Town Report. Many of the same challenges such as increased enrollment, overcrowaed
facilities and shrinking revenues continue to plague the District. At times these challenges
seem overwhelming, nowever. the Raymond School District continues to be committed to
providing a sound educational experience for the students by maximizing available
resources. In a State that relies almost entirely on the property taxpayer to support public
education, the burden of supporting 1 .972 students is considerable. This burden is
recognized, and the support of the community is appreciated. In order to provide the level of
education the students deserve and the next century demands we must remain focused on
student achievement and continued educational improvements. An endeavor of this
magnitude requires a tireless commitment to the children of this Community.
In addition to all of the program improvements and initiatives that the principals reported
there have been several District initiatives. In 1996. the District will be required to submit a
consolidated application for Federal Funds. This is a result of the move by the Federal
Government to consolidate funds to the States in the form of "Block Grants". This change
mandates that the local districts prepare a District Education Improvement Plan that must be
filed with the State. This presents a challenge and an opportunity for the Community to come
together and carve out a plan that will guide the District into the next century. If you are
interested in becoming involved in this planning process, please contact the SAU Office.
During the past year we have made progress in updating technology in each of the
schools. This has been accomplished through a number of initiatives. The primary source of
funding was the Technology Warrant Article approved at last year's District Meeting. This
money was used to replace the computer system at the High School and purchase new
student information system software. The High School was also able to add several new
systems to the computer lab. In addition to the systems purchased for this lab through
technology funds, one system was purchased using grant funds and a complete system, with
printer, was donated to the school. This keeps the High School on track to meet the goal of
eliminating the use of Apple lie's in the computer lab by 1997. Through the use of other
donated equipment and a small amount of money from the technology funds, we were able to
upgrade the technology in the business lab. While the donated equipment is outdated. 286
technology it is a step up from the Apple systems we were using.
The Middle School is also making strides in the use of technology. Through a
combination of technology warrant article money, donated equipment and the outstanding
support of the Parent Core Group, complete computer systems will be available for
classroom use. Equipment will be assigned based on proposals written by the teachers,
specifying how the computer systems will be used in the classrooms. A small computer lab
will be set up for student use during study penods. All six of the computers in this lab have
been donated to the school. The Middle School is also increasing the use of computers in
both the technology education program and the media center. The goal for next year is to
replace ail of the Apple equipment in the computer lab.
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The Elementary School currently has complete computer systems in more than half of the
classrooms. Additional equipment was purchased through a combined use of technology
funds, grant funds and the continued support of the PTO. The District has made strides in
the area of technology. However, there is still much that needs to be done in the area of
technology. The continued support of the Community is necessary if we are to provide
students with the skills they need to compete for jobs in an ever changing workplace.
The Staff Development Committee's major project this year was organizing a series of
workshops on character and citizenship education. At these workshops, teams from each
school were able to work on ways to implement the goals of character and citizenship into the
educational program. The Committee continues to support a number of other curriculum
projects including elementary mathematics, environmental education and technology.
In order for our schools to continue with programs that meet the needs of the students
and are focused on preparing them for the next century, Community involvement is essential.
The Raymond School District is fortunate to have an active PTO, Parent Core Group,
Booster Club and many dedicated volunteers. The time, dedication and commitment to
helping the staff and the students is sincerely appreciated. In order for quality education to






Lamprey River Elementary School
Principal's Report
"Did you really eat a live worm?" was the most frequently asked question of the 1994-
95 school year. Actually. I ate two of them - one at each assemoly program. Of course, the
children and faculty provided garnishes of worm songs, incredible worm recipes, worm
poems, and a worm smock. Why all this hoopla? We challenged parents and children to
REAL A MILLION MINUTES during the spnng. Each family member kept track of the
amount of time they spent reading - at home or at work. Slips with minutes were sent in eac*
week and tallied outside each classroom. Our intent was to draw attention to the importance
of reading in our lives and. of course, to have a bit of fun! Students, teachers, and parents
did a super job to make this effort memorable!
Raymond High School students ennched our school by sharing a bit of themselves with
our students throughout the school year. RHS band members strolled through our hallways
the last day before the holidays playing seasonal tunes as Santa Claus and I collected
pennies in our red wagon for the Raymond Community Action Program's Food Pantry. On
the average, each year, children and their families donate 50.000 plus pennies to this
worthwhile cause. Pretty impressive! Tom Koch's science class came to our school one day
a week during the spring to conduct an energy survey in cooperation with Public Service
Company of New Hampshire. Thirty other RHS students met with thirty third graders each
Friday afternoon in our Amigo's program which is similar to a Big Brother - Big Sister
program. High School students participating in Euphemia Scantiin's Children's Literature
course, wrote children's books and then read them to our students. The high schoolers'
jitters melted into smiles of delight as the elementary children warmed up to their older
counterparts.
We also developed a partnership with the Lamprey River Clinic. Mrs. Priscilla Shaw.
Director of Community Services, proposed to Drovide a pilot program for second graders
consisting of a free dental screening and teeth cleaning for those children whose parents
chose to have their children participate. Eighty-six children enthusiastically climbed into the
portable dental chair where Mary Davis, the dentai hygienist. explained the procedure in
reassunng terms, and gave them both easy to use dental care tips and sparkling new
toothbrushes as well. This program will be expanded this year to include second and third
grade children whose parents give permission to participate.
As the song says. "Times are a changing." Fourteen teachers serving on two
committees met regularly from January through the summer to analyze the New Hampshire
Education improvement and Assessment Program's (NHEIAP) third grade test results,
discuss the contents of the Curriculum Frameworks provided by the New Hampshire State
Department of Education, and to make recommendations for improvement of our students'
opportunities for learning in both Language Arts and Mathematics. We found that our current
computationally based math program is out of sync with what the state of New Hampshire is
now expecting children to know and be able to do by the end of third grade. We are
recommending the adoption of a different math program which will be more compatible with
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what the state expects children to know and with what is being tested. This program will be
implemented one grade at a time starting with grade 1 in September of 1996.
"Grandpa, did you have computers when you were in school?" asked a second grader.
The child's question prompted this thoughtful and poignant reply, "No, but we had a radio."
As I watch our youngsters' fingers fly over a computer keyboard, pull down menus and select
the right tech tool for a task, I know we are seeing the future. Even twenty years ago most
people read about computers. Today, computers are everywhere in the workplace - not to
mention homes. At Lamprey River Elementary, technology is viewed as a teaching and
learning tool much like a textbook. We are focusing on integration of this technology into the
classroom and our curriculum. Currently, we have twelve of our classrooms equipped with
"IBM clone 486" computers, CD ROM Drives, and sound cards. Our short-term goal is to
have one of these exciting learning tools in each classroom by September 1997.
The icing on the volunteer cake is the prestigious Blue Ribbon School Volunteer Award
presented by the New Hampshire Partners in Education (NHPIE) program. This state level
group recognizes those New Hampshire schools who have developed substantial and
effective volunteer programs. We were notified by NHPIE this fall that our school will once
again receive the Blue Ribbon Award for the sixth year in a row. Parents and other
community members generously continue to give children and teachers the gift of their
energy, time, and talents throughout each school year. Thank you! You truly make a
significant difference to young children.
The Parent Teacher Organization (PTO) continues to effectively enliven, enrich, and
stimulate school life at Lamprey River Elementary. They provide significant funding for our
technology effort purchasing seven complete "486" computer systems over the past two
years. They serve as a source of very computer literate volunteers who help with everything
from troubleshooting computer problems to installing additional memory in the equipment.
The PTO serves as the umbrella organization for our Blue Ribbon winning volunteer
program. They provide children with delightful assembly programs such as this year's "Slim
Goodbody". Santa's Secret Store is a hit with children and parents alike who come to shop in
our gym for family and friends while parents can enjoy a cup of coffee and some extra
calories (baked goods) in the media center. Student achievement is recognized each year in
June at the PTO sponsored Awards Night. It is my pleasure to work each year with this





Iber Holmes Gove Middle School
Principal's Report
Despite the number of increasing obstacles, the 1995-96 school year thus far. has proven
to be a year of noteworthy academic and extra-curricular initiatives. Beginning with the
addition of several new staff members, the Middle School has included a school-wide theme
of "Respect', the implementation of a sixth grade Reading Enrichment Program and the
development of an after school Exploratory Foreign Language Program. Additionaly, the
I.H.G.M.S. has been the recipient of several thousands of dollars in Drug Free Grant and
Technology monies and they have begun another impressive athletic season.
New Staff:
The fourth grade team has three new teachers this year. Ms. Stall. Mrs. Hankus and Ms.
Leary. Creative and energetic, they have enhanced the instructional delivery of our fourth
grade curriculum and their creativity has been well received by their teammates.
An additional Special Education teacher hired for grades five and six, Ms. Kathleen Doran.
has lessened the case-manager-student ratio in grades five and six. Artistic, creative and
patient. Ms. Doran divides her time between grades five and six.
Mr. Ron Ricker has been hired as a sixth grade teacher. He comes to us from
Londonderry where his knowledge of computers and technology has been greatly
appreciated.
Mr. Vincent Duval and Mrs. Denise Freeman have been hired as replacement teachers for
music and art. Their expertise in their respective fields has truly enhanced our Unified Arts
Team.
Mrs. Rebecca Ready our Speech and Language Pathologist comes to us from Rochester.
She currently services our special needs students in grades four through eight.
Academic Programs:
Both Mrs. Dahl and Ms. Laureti have been instrumental in the implementation of a sixth
grade Reading Enrichment Program based on the Junior Great Books series. This six-week
program meets twice a week for one hour and is focused on cognitive thinking skills,
interpretation and discussion. Parental response has been wonderful and students seem
to be thriving in a small group. Socratic-type atmosphere.
Additionally, an after school Foreign Language program has been developed by Mrs. Jean
Sample. This elective program explores the foundation of several languages and includes
their cultures and traditions. An overwhelming student demand has forced us to consider
offering this course again in the Spring.
Grant Monies:
Appreciatively, through the dedication of the Drug Free School Team spearheaded by Ms.
Ann Parrill and Ms. Pat Schoch along with others, the Iber Holmes Gove Middle School has
received $40,000 dollars in grant monies and has been named one of the best drug and
violence prevention programs in the State. With this monetary reward we can now offer
many preventative programs that teach students self esteem, self respect and alternatives to
_
problem solving without the use of violence or drugs. Curriculum materials have been
purchased, a late bus in now being offered so that students may partake in after school
activities, conflict resolution seminars are in place as well as the "Recess Rangers" and Peer
Outreach Programs, two initiatives that focus on students as leaders and spokespersons for
a drug and violence free school environment.
Technology:
Thanks to the tremendous efforts of our Parent Core Group (PCG), in addition to last
year's warrant, Title VI grant money and various donations, the Iber Holmes Gove Middle
School has begun to enhance and upgrade our present technology inventory. With students
as our primary focus, we are in the process of purchasing new hardware and software for
classroom access, creating a student centered technology lab in the lower media center and
adding to our curriculum with the purchase of innovative software.
State Testing:
In the Spring of 1996, our grade 6 students will be tested with the NH Department of
Education's recently adopted (NHEIAP) Educational Improvement and Assessment Program
test designed to measure our curriculum against the frameworks adopted in the four core
curriculum areas. We are anxious to see how our students will perform, and results should
be available in the late Fall of 1 996.
Athletics:
Once again our year-to-date athletic program has proven to be impressive. Several of our
Middle School students participated last Spring on the High School junior varsity softball
team. They closed with a team 6-10 record.
Our Fall soccer team finished the season with an 1 1 and record, while our boys and girls
basketball team has just gotten underway. Our cheerleaders competed in state wide
tournaments last Winter and this year during the 1995-96 season. Sixteen young women are
well on their way to impressing their audiences.
Space Needs:
Our enrollment continues to climb (828 as of this writing), while our operating space
remains stationary, there are no words to accurately describe this phenomena without
witnessing the tremendous crunch on a personal level. The student population is far too large
to hold any school wide function in one place. Class sizes average 25 in grades four and five;
however, one must remember the floor space is far less that the 900 sq. ft. minimum
recommended by State standards. Grade six averages 33 per classroom with storage,
conference areas and hallways much less than adequate.
Physical Education classes run as high as 49 with no personnel to offer assistance.
The administration and staff continue to develop new programs, deliver instruction and
create initiatives in spite of our many challenges.
Indeed, it has been my pleasure to work with our professional staff and to serve your







The past year at Raymond High School has been characterized by continued growth as
an institution of educational excellence. The signs of our continued progress are abundant.
In 1987, only 23% of our students went on to further education after graduation, in 1995, 57%
did! In the years 1 987 to 1991 , the average drop-out rate was 8.4%. In the years 1 992 to
1995 the average was 3.3%! One of the graduates of the class of 1995 is enrolled this year
as a Freshman at Yale University. Many of his classmates received scholarships and grants
to support their continued education. For the second year in a row Raymond High School
was chosen as a Turning Points Project Site by the Institute on Disabilities in Durham, NH.
This award provides our staff with rich training resources in all areas of "inclusion" at no cost
to our district. On two occasions Raymond High School has been used as a showcase to
visiting members of the State Department of Education because of our innovative programs
in restructuring. Programs such as the advisor-advisee program, cooperative learning,
student court, heterogeneous grouping, student intervention teams, community service
projects, partnerships with the Raymond Police Force in providing weight training programs
for at-risk youth and the sailing/adventure program are all examples of activities that have
been integrated into the fabric of educational offerings at Raymond High School.
The faculty and staff continue to prove their dedication to the youth of Raymond by
offering their time and energies to expand the programs available to our students. Staff
members are volunteering this year to create additional drama performances. Clubs such as
the literary magazine and foreign language club, the Pep Squad, Peer Outreach. Earth Now
and Odyssey of the Mind are all offered without cost to the district. Teachers are also
volunteering their time to be a part of committees directly affecting the education of students
such as the School Improvement Program (SIP), the Raymond Advocacy Program (RAP),
the Student Intervention Team (SIT), Block Scheduling, Tech Prep and many others. Tutorial
help is volunteered after school in a formal way with "Math After Hours" as well as informally
by all members of the faculty. For the first time this year, Raymond High School is offering
interested students the opportunity to travel to England over February vacation as an
educational field trip. In another new program, teachers volunteered their time to come in
and meet with the incoming freshmen for an orientation day sponsored by the National Honor
Society.
Success at Raymond High School is not limited to the dedication of faculty and the
improvement of education. We are also working to build bridges with the Raymond
community to provide a voice for all the shareholders in our childrens' future. Over the past
two years, the School Improvement Program team (SIP) has met with interested community
and business members as well as staff and students to hammer out a "Statement of
Purpose" fpf our school. This document will reflect the social and academic goals that we
hold for alt of our students as well as the expectations we have for the school and community
as they relate to the education of our youth. This is all a part of the self-study that needs to
be done as Raymond High School seeks formal accreditation by the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC). This process will be on-going through the
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months ahead when a visiting committee of educators will come to Raymond High School to
report their findings in the Fall of 1997. For the many community members who have already
volunteered to take part in one of the standards committees, I wish to thank you formally.
Your time and energies will be an important addition to the dialogue about the direction and
assessment of education at our school.
In the midst of all of the positive additions and changes, we are at the same time faced
with two serious challenges: - overcrowding and a lack of space. The student population
grew 9% this year and is expected to grow an additional 9% next year. In 1988-1989, our
enrollment was 368 and we had over 38 members on our faculty. This year our attendance is
510, meaning we have had a 39% increase in the student population and we have 37
members on our faculty. This has created great stress on the system and on those trying to
teach so many students in what have become crowded classrooms. We have one guidance
counselor to address the emotional needs and career objectives of 510 students! We have
English teachers trying to teach composition to large heterogeneously grouped classes where
many students need program modifications. We have Social Studies classes where we can't
fit any more students in the classroom resulting in pupils having to wait until next year to take
required courses. We have study halls in the cafeteria with over one hundred students in
attendance. We have Science classes where the number of students significantly exceed the
number of lab stations. We have exceeded the building capacity of the high school and next
year the problems will only be worse. We need additional staff and additional space.
It is our hope that these challenges can be met with the support of community members
wishing to maintain the progress that we have worked so hard to achieve. I continue to be
deeply poud of the accomplishments that our students have achieved and I look forward to
working with the many dedicated faculty and staff members that make Raymond High School





Report of the Raymond Food
Service Department
As of this writing, debate is raging in Washington over the future funding of school meals.
Even in the Republican party, there is no consensus as to whether child nutrition is an
integral part of education, or a welfare program that should be block granted. If school meals
are funded through block grants going back to the states, it will almost definitely have a
negative financial impact on the funding we receive as a program, and will, in effect, exclude
many children from access to meals they critically need.
Here in Raymond, the school foodservice program is constantly growing and changing.
As school populations increase, participation in the lunch program remains quite high, as the
following numbers indicate: Raymond High School: 31 1 meals a day or 71% of the students
taking hot lunch; IHG Middle School 489 meals a day or 60%, and at Lamprey River, 352
meals or 63%. Additionally, several schools have set all time records for lunches served on a
single day. This is due in large part to the higher enrollments, but also the fact that lunch
prices in Raymond are among the lowest, if not the lowest in the state at $1 .10 or $1 .20 (at
LRES including breakfast).
The Breakfast program at Lamprey River continues to be busy, with over 400 children
eating either a full breakfast or some component of one on a daily basis. However, due to
ever increasing food and overhead costs, we may have to institute a paid breakfast program
at this school next year.
As a department, we continue to be involved in school and community activities such as
fund raisers for local and school groups, recycling programs and in-classroom instruction in
the areas of food and nutrition, especially in the elementary grades.
In summary, regardless of the uncertainty facing school food service on a national level, I
will strive to operate our department in a self sufficient, businesslike manner, while providing
excellent nutrition and nutrition education to the children of Raymond at a reasonable cost.
Sincerely,
Timothy Goossens



























* District Enrollment Counts include students on home education programs.
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Social Studies, Grade 7

































































































































Computer 12 BA +15
English 11 BA +15
English 3 BA +15
English 13 BA +15
English 6 BA
French 9 BA +15
Spanish 5 BA
Spanish 13 MA
Home Economics 16 MA +15
Industrial Arts 15 MA +15
Mathematics 20 BA +30
Mathematics 11 BA +30
Mathematics 16 BA
Music 5 MA
Physical Education 15 MA
Science 16 BA
Science 1 MA +30
Science 15 BA +30
Science/Mathematics 2 BA +30
Social Studies 3 BA
Social Studies 13 BA
Social Studies 4 BA +30
Special Education 10 MA +30
Special Education 2 MA
Special Education 5 BA
Special Education 4 BA +30
Special Education 5 MA
Special Education 3 MA
Guidance 14 MA
Media 21 MA +30






















5A 5A-'5 BA-30 VA MA+15 i '/a-3;
'9.252 -9.3" 21 524 21.191 2 -.380 22.59-
20.3S-: 2C.990 2" 537 22.303 22.992 23.702
21.477 22.102 22.749 23.4^6 24.105 24, 315
22.5S9 23.215 23.862 24.528 25.2-7 25.927
23.702 24.327 24.973 25.641 26.329 27.040
2^.5"^ 25.440 26.085 26.753 27.441 28.152
25.926 26.552 27/98 27.866 28.554 29.265
I" 338 27.665 28.310 28.978 29.666 30.377




WO . w WW* 31.202 2 "391 32.602
30.376 31,001 31.648 32.314 33.003 33,715
31.777 32,403 33.048 33.716 34.404 35,115
Teachers with more than 1 1 years experience in Raymond snail receive an addrbonal $1 250
































































INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON THE INTERNAL
CONTROL STRUCTURE USED IN ADMINISTERING
FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
To the Members of the School Board
Raymond School District
Raymond, New Hampshire
We have audited the general-purpose financial statements of Raymond School District as
of and for the year ended June 30, 1995, and have issued our report thereon, which was
qualified as indicated therein, dated September 22, 1995.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards;
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-128, Audits of State and Local Governments.
Those standards and OMB Circular A-128 require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose financial statements are
free of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit for the year ended June 30, 1995, we considered the
internal control structure of Raymond School District in order to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on Raymond School District's general-
purpose financial statements and to report on the internal control structure in accordance with
OMB Circular A-128. This report addresses our consideration of internal control structure
policies and procedures relevant to compliance with requirements applicable to federal
financial assistance programs. We have addressed internal control structure policies and
procedures relevant to our audit of the general-purpose financial statements in a separate
report dated September 22, 1995.
The management of Raymond School District is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and
judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of
internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control
structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that
assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, that transactions
are executed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit
the preparation of general-purpose financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, and that federal financial assistance programs are
managed in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. Because of inherent
limitations in any internal control structure, errors, irregularities, or instances of
noncompliance may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any
evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become
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inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and
operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure





















For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an
understanding of the design of relevant policies and procedures and determined whether they
have been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.
During the year ended June 30, 1995, Raymond School District had no major federal
financial assistance programs and expended 53 percent of its total federal financial
assistance under the following nonmajor federal financial assistance programs.
Federal Grantor/ CFDA
Agency Number
US Department of Agriculture 10.555
US Department of Education 84.027
Program
Name
National School Lunch Program
Special Education - State Grants
We performed tests of controls, as required by OMB Circular A-128, to evaluate the
effectiveness of the design and operation of internal control structure policies and procedures
that we have considered relevant to preventing or detecting material noncompliance with
specific requirements, general requirements, and requirements governing claims for
advances and reimbursements that are applicable to the aforementioned nonmajor programs.
Our procedures were less in scope than would be necessary to render an opinion on
these internal control structure policies and procedures. Accordingly, we do not express
such an opinion.
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Our consideration of the internal control structure policies and procedures used in
administering federal financial assistance would not necessarily disclose all matters in the
internal control structure that might constitute material weaknesses under standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness
is a condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure
elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that noncompliance with laws and
regulations that would be material to a federal financial assistance program may occur and
not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their
assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control structure and its
operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined above.
This report is intended for the information of management and the School District.






Schedule of Receipts & Disbursements
For the Year 07/01/94 Through 06/30/95
Cash Balance 06/30/94: $221,417.42
Receipts 7/1/94-6/30/95:
Accounts Receivable from 93-94 52,100.40
State Revenues:






Drug Free Program 11,872.73




Title II 9.086.84 2,396,006.91
Tuition Revenues/Reimbursements:
Regular Tuition Income S52, 792.34
Sp. Ed. Tuition Income 46,326.52
Voc Ed. Tuition Reimb. 2.436.83
Misc. Tuition Reimb. 13.538.09 115,093.78
Income from Trust Funds 15.000.00
Tax Appropnation 6,721,101.00 **
Community Service Income 153.28
Interest Earned 11,502.00
Employee Health Ins. Reimbursements 5,132.46
Other Local Income 12,369.16
Transportation Refunds/Reimbursements 3,946.69
Lunch Program Payroll Reimbursements 181,994.93
Other Miscellaneous Payroll Reimbursements 6,863.85
Other Expenditure Reimbursement/Refunds 23.249.28
Total Revenue & Receipts to 6/30/95: 9,544,513.74
Less School Board Orders Paid Out: 9,426,420.72
CASH ON HAND JUNE 30, 1995: S339.510.44
In Error. $136,756 of Tax Appropriation was not transferred until July. 1995: it will be listed as
an Accounts Receivable in 1 995-96
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Raymond School District
Food Service Receipts & Disbursements
For the Year 07/01/94 Through 06/30/95
Cash Balance 06/30/94: $91,335.88
Receipts 7/1/94-6/30/95:
Accounts Receivable for 93-94 25,679.00
Lunch Sales 261,471.78
Federal & State Aid 1 43,980.00
Refunds/Reimbursements 288.35
Interest Earned 3,659.08
Total Revenue & Receipts to 6/30/95: 435,078.21
Less School Board Orders Paid Out: 449,681.30













ENSUING FISCAL YEAR ENSUING RSCAL YEAF
1C0O INSTRUCTION xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
1100 Requtar Programs 4.507.911.42 4.649.387 5,006.522 4.909.344 96,578
1200 Soecal Prcqram 1.043.969.19 I 1.338.659 1,399.487 1.345.625 53.861
1300 Vocational Procrams 66.427.64
J
100.768 103.205 103.205 I





2CC0 SUPPORT SERVICES xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxxxx
2100 PudiI Services xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2110 Attendance & Social Work i I
2120 Guidance 156.154.26 163.776 201.490 201.490
2130 Hearth 65,032.83 66.353 67,385 I 67.385
2140 Psvchcfoqicai 112.331.41 112.569 119,199 119.199 I
2150 Soeech Path. & Audioioqv 89.815.46 122.545 123.214 122.214 |
2190 Other Puotl Sendees 6.086.23 10.620 10.577 10.577
2 280.600 280.600
2200 Instructional Staff Services xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2210 ImDTOvement of Instruction 10.222.10 607 24.231 1.025 23,206
2220 Educational Media 139.411.76 156.654 181,996 155,282 26,714
2240 Other Inst Staff Services
3 181,560 181,560
2300 Genera] Admtriistration xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2310 School Board xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxcccocaXXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxxxx UXAXJUUUXXX
2310 37 Contingency
2310 AJJ Other Obiects 45.446.32 59.326 55,025 55,025
2320 Office of SuDerintendent xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2320 :151 SAU. Management Serv.
2320 AJJ Other Obiects 202,645.55 210,043 232,889 224.105 8.784
2330 Scecial Area Adm. Services 66.874.60 65.504 67.139 67,139
2390 Other Gen. Adm. Services 5,501.36 3.000 5.500 3,500 2000
4 7,613 7.613
2400 School Administrative Services 560.905.31 623,650 631.118 611.951 19.167
2500 Business Services xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxxxx
2520 Rscal 49.851.83 53.073 53,997 53.097 900
2540 Coeration & Mamtenance of Plant 732.039.80 724,605 750,618 746.166 4,450
2550 PuDil TransDortation 4O7.570.61 440.900 468,208 468.206
2570 Procurement *




8 I 49,976 I 49.976
9 I 50.000 I 50.000
101 1,972 1.972
2600 Manacenai Services 650 2.347 2,347
2900 Other SuDoort Services
3000 COMMUNITY SERVICES 7.922.15 9,150 9.150 9.150
4000 FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST 15.923.75 90.002 2 2
5000 OTHER OUTLAYS
5100 Debt Service xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
5100 830 Princioal 463.000.00 463.000 463,000 463,000
5100 840 Inierest 241.938.00 209.443 I 176,948 176.948
5200 Fund Transfers
5220 To Federal Projects Fund 145.443.21 147,133 154,612 154,612
5240 To Food Service Fund 453.784.28 442.804 521,412 521.412
5250 To Caoital Reserve Fund
5255 To Exoendabie Trust Fund
1122 Deficit ADpropriation
— Supplemental Appreciation I
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 9.663.909.75 10.336.646 17,282.480 I 16,534.084 748,396
MS- 27 •2-
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ESTIMATED REVENUE AND CREDITS MS-77









I ACC. * REVENUE AND CREDITS AVAILABLE
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
3110 1 Founaallon Aid 2.149.935 2.035.902 2.035.902
3210 1 SchccH Buildina Aid 1 157.420 157.420 157.420
3220 i Area Vocational School I 12.500 22.000 22.000
3230 I Driver Education I 13.500 15.000 15.000
3240 I CatastrcDhlc Aid 1 31.715 45.000 45.000
3250 I Adult Education i
3270 I Child Nutrition 5.000 5.000 5.000
Other State Sources (identity Medicaid 35.000 35.000
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES ! xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
4410 I EC!A. Charter I & fl 49.381 42.063 42.053 |
4430 l Vocational Education
4450 I Adurt Education I
4460 I Child Nutrition Proqrams 142.127 171.052 171,052
4470
I
HandlcaDoed Programs 83.100 95,366 95.366
Feoeral Forest Land
Other Federal Sources (Identify) Safe/Eisenhower 14.652 17,183 17,183
LOCAL REVENUE OTHER THAN TAXES xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
5100 Sate of Bonds or Notes 5,906.625 5.626.025
5230 Transfer from CaortaJ Protects Fund
5250 I Transfer from Caoital Reserve Fund
5255 I Transfer from Expendable Trust Fund .
1300 i Tuition 58.809 18.450 18.450
1500 I Earnings on Investments 6,000 10,000 10,000
1700 i PutHic Activities
190OI Trust Fund Income
1 Other Local Sources /IdentrM Food/Community I 290.222 346.359 346.359
THIS SECTION FOR CALCULATION OF REMBURSEMENT ANTICIPATION
NOTES (RAN) PZR RSA 19&20-D FOR CATASTROPHIC AID BORROWING
RAN. Reverue Ths FY less
RAN. Revenue Ust FY NET RAN =
Suoplemental ADDrooriation (Contra) I
Fund Baiance Voted From Surplus < > ! 50.000 50.000
Fund Balance Remaining as Revenue I 295.054
TOTAL REVENUE AND CREDITS 3,359,415 8,972.420 8,641.820
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 6.977.231 8.310,060 7.892.264
TOTAL APPROPRIATION 10.336.646 17.282.480 16.534.084
10% LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS (SEE RSA 32:
Please disclose the following items (to be excluded from the 10% calculation):
$163,651.00 - Recommended Amount of Collective Bargaining Cost Items.
(RSA) 32:19)
RSA 273-A:1 ,IV "Cost Item' means any benefit acquired through collective bargain!
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
FOR ELECTION OF OFFICERS
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, IN THE TOWN OF RAYMOND,
NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT .AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Community Gymnasium at the Iber Holmes Gove
Middle School in said District, on the 12th (twelfth) day of March, 1996, at Seven O'Clock in the
morning to act upon the following subjects:
1 To choose one School Board Member for a one-year term.
2. To choose one School Board Member for a three-year term.
The polls will remain open from Seven O'Clock in the morning until Seven O'Clock in the
evening and as much longer thereafter as the voters of the School District, at the beginning of the
meeting, may vote.
Given under our hands and seal this /s5*Kday of February, 1996.
t
A TRUE COPY OF WARRANT
Attest:






















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, IN THE TOWN OF RAYMOND,
NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Community Gymnasium at the Iber Holmes Gove
Middle School in said District, on the ninth day of March 1996, at 10:00 AM in the morning to
act upon the following articles:
1.) To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of $5,626,025.00 (Five
Million Six Hundred Twenty-Six Thousand Twenty-Five Dollars) for the construction
of a new elementary school, an addition to Raymond High School, and renovations
to Raymond High School, and for the purchase of furnishings and equipment in
connection therewith, to see whether this appropriation shall be raised by borrowing
under the Municipal Finance Act or otherwise, and to authorize the School Board to
take any and all actions necessary to carry out any vote hereunder, or to take any
other action relative thereto. (Recommended by School Board) (Recommended by
Budget Committee)
2.) To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of $280,600.00 (Two
Hundred Eighty Thousand Six Hundred Dollars) for installation of a Sprinkler System
for Raymond High School; to see whether this appropriation shall be raised by
borrowing under the Municipal Finance Act or otherwise, and to authorize the School
Board to take any and all actions necessary to carry out any vote hereunder, or to
take any other action relative thereto. (Recommended by School Board) (Not
Recommended by Budget Committee)
3.) To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $181,560.00
(One Hundred Eighty-One Thousand Five Hundred Sixty Dollars) to meet the first
year interest payment on the bond issue of Article 1 . (Recommended by School
Board) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
4.) To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,613.00
(Seven Thousand Six Hundred Thirteen Dollars) to meet the first year interest
payment on the bond issue of Article 2. (Recommended by School Board) (Not
Recommended by the Budget Committee)
5.) To see if the Raymond School District will authorize the School Board to enter
into a lease purchase agreement with Honeywell Incorporated for the purpose of
repairing, replacing or retrofitting temperature controls, mechanical, (including
electric heat conversion in the Elementary School), lighting and energy monitoring
systems at the Raymond 1 ligh School, Elementary School and Middle School. This
entire project will be paid for through guaranteed energy/operational savings from the
proposed energy/operational budget. (Recommended by School Board)
6.) To hear the report of the auditors and pass any vote relating thereto.
7.) To see if the District will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Raymond School District and the




and to raise and appropriate the sum of $163,651.00 (One Hundred Sixty-Three
Thousand Six Hundred Fifty-One Dollars) for the 1996-97 fiscal year, such sum
representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits
over those paid in the prior fiscal year. (Recommended by School Board) (Not
Recommended by Budget Committee)
8.) To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate $49,976.00 (Forty-
Nine Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-Six Dollars) for the purpose of funding the
second year of a five year Technology Plan for the Raymond School District.
(Recommended by School Board) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
114
9 ) To see if the School District will vote to create an expendable General Trust Fund
under RSA 198.20-c, to be known as the Special Education Emergency Expenditure
Fund for the purpose of establishing a special education emergency expenditure fund,
to appoint the School Board to be the agents to expend this fund, and to raise and
appropriate, from surplus, the sum of up to $50,000.00 (Fifty Thousand Dollars) to
be placed in the aforesaid fund and authorize the use/transfer of up to 50% of the June
30, 1996 fund balance for this purpose. (The amount to be placed in the fund will be
the lesser of either $50,000.00 (Fifty Thousand Dollars) or 50% of the June 30, 1996
fund balance). (Recommended by School Board) (Not Recommended by Budget
Committee)
10.) To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,972.00
(One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-Two Dollars), said sum based on $1.00 per
child served in the School District, to support the efforts of the Claremont Lawsuit
Coalition, Inc., and to authorize the transfer of said sum to the Claremont Lawsuit
Coalition, Inc. for this purpose. (Recommended by School Board) (Not
Recommended by the Budget Committee)
11.) To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,921,083 00 (Ten Million Nine Hundred Twenty-One Thousand Eighty-Three
Dollars) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for School
District officials and agents other than money appropriated under previous warrant
articles and for the payment of statutory obligations of the School District.
(Recommended by School Board) (Not Recommended by Budget Committee)
12.) To see if the District will vote to create a school administrative
planning/withdrawal committee, consisting of the following members.
Two local school board members, appointed by the Raymond School Board.
One member of the Raymond Municipal Budget committee, appointed by the budget
committee.
Four public members of the community at large, appointed by the moderator.
The superintendent of schools, as a nonvoting member.
This committee to follow the procedures, as outlined in 1996 House Bill 1610 and
report to the 1997 School District meeting. (By Petition)
13.) To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL THIS/#£PAY OF FEBRUARY, 1996.
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Fire Department Emergency 911
Business 895-3321
Muncipal Offices
Board of Selectmen 895-4735
Town Manager 895-4735
Code Enforcement Officer 895-4735
Town Clerk/Tax Collector 895-4735
Finance Department 895-4735
Assessor's Office/Voter Registration 895-4735
Public Works Department Director 895-4735
Highway Garage 895-3880
Planning Board/Board of Adjustment 895-4735
General Assistance (Welfare) 895-4735
Parks and Recreation Department 895-4735
Animal Control Officer 895-4222
Dudley-Tucker Library 895-2633
Schools
School Administrative Unit #33 895-4299
Lamprey River Elementary School Readiness - Grade 3 895-31 1
7
Iber Holmes Gove Middle School Grades 4 - 8 895-3394
Raymond High School Grades 9 - 12 895-6616
In Case of Emergency During Non-office Hours, Call Raymond Dispatch at
895-4222.
School Closings
Radio Stations WHEB 100.3
WOKQ 97.5
WZID 95.7
Raymond Water Department 895-4657
Pinard Waste (Curbside Trash Removal) 1-800-675-7933

